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Asymmetric lee-side vortices
High angles of attack
Slender missile configurations
Induced side forces and yawing moments

.. A large body of wind tunnel data was generated by tests of a smooth missilemodcel with several interchangable nose parts. The tests were conducted at sub-
sonic through supersonic speeds at angles of attack from 0 to 180 degrees. They
"were part of the FPL and SANSO technology studies which preceded design of the
14X missile. Measurements of both surface pressures and total forces and moments
were made at a variety of Mach numbers and Reynolds number combinations. This
data was supplemented with wake flow-field measurements of the impact pressure
and flow direttion at angles of attack where maximum induced side force was
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expected to occur. A review of the literature for sLubsonic and transonic
* aerodynamic characteristics of bodies of revolution was conducted. A
* comprehensive discussion is provided of the important variables of the

high angle of attack flow phenomena. The test data provided insight into
the effect of several variables that had not been adequately treated in
the past. The high angle of attack d3ta was analyzed to deduce the vortex
shedding location, the vortex strength, and the vortex paths in the wake.
Discrete vortex theory was examined as a method which could be modified,
based on experimental data, and used to predict the aerodynamic character-
sitics of missiles to greater accuracy. An alternate approach to developing
a prediction method was explored by means of a correlation of the surface
pressure data, The out-of-plane forces were observed to exhibit a statistical
pattern. There is a most probable level and an upper bound. A correlation of
the maximum aerodynamic loads was made using the concept of a crossflow lift
coefficient and the Strouhal namber. The influence of nose geometry and free-
stream variables is shown.
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FOREWORD

This technical report summarizes research performed in-house at the

High Speed Aero Performance Branch, Aeromechanics Division, Flight

Dynamics Laboratory, Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base. The analytical work was performed under Pro-

- )Ject 2404, "Aeromechanics,' Task 240407, "Aeroperformance and Aeroheating

Technology." The experimental work was performed as tecnnical support

to the Space and Missile System Organization (SAMSO). The study period

was March 1974 to April 1979.

The report was written by Valentine Dahlem, Donald E. Shereda, and

Jack I. Flaherty of the High Speed Aero-Performance Branch. One section,

the Literature Review, was written by Dr. Christian E.G. Przirembel,

Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Rutgers, The State University of

New Jersey. Professor Przirembel conducted a review of the high angle-

of-attack problem as part of a USAF-ASEE Summer Faculty Research Program

at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

The experimental program described in this report produced a very

large amount of data. The results are summarized here, but in many cases

the results of a particular test condition are omitted. Data lists are

available to qualified research engineers upon request from the High

Speed Aero Performance Branch.
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SComplex Potential, Defined by Equation 9

_ Polar Angle, Figure 87

r Circulation, § Yds

r 0 Single Equivalent Circulation About Missile Centerline

Y Ratio of Specific Heats Cp/Cv

v Kinmatic Coefficient of Viscosity

p Density
-t

C( Complex Variable, y + iz
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The need to determine forces and moments acting on bodies of revo-

lution at angles-of-attack originally arose in connection with airships.

During the early stages of the development of subsonic airplanes, interest

in this problem diminished because of the relatively minor contribution

of the fuselage to the aerodynamic characteristics of the total aircraft
configuration. The advent of highly maneuverable aircraft and missile I
design concepts has required a major effort in understanding the problem

of slender bodies of revolution at high angles-of-attack. For that case

the body is a major contributor to the overall aerodynamics of the system.

The primary impetus for the current investigation is the problem

associated with the prediction of the subsonic and transonic flight

characteristics of slender missiles at large angles-of-attack. These

large angles will occur during the launch phase of an air-mobile inter-
continental missile. The same flight environment may also exist during
the launch of highly maneuverable air-to-air missiles. Although in both

cases the launch phase represents only a very short portion of the total

missile flight time, the control of strong side forces and yawing moments

is crucial to the completion of the desired mission.

The Flight Dynamics Laboratory conducted an extensive experimental

investigation to determine the aerodynamic forces and moments, the pressures,

and the lee-side flow field for a smooth body missile at large angle-of-

attack. The tests, undertaken in support of the MX program, were sponsored

by the Air Force Space and Missile System Organization (SAJSO). The MX

eyperiments e),plored the aerodynamic loads, associated with air launch.

encountered by a large missile at subsonic and transonic speeds. The

aerodynamic data were needed to establish the structural and control

system requirements.
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This report presents a summary of the experimental aerodynamic

characteristics, provides a review of the existing data and the analysis

methods that relate to bodies at high angles-of-attack, and presents the

results of analytical developments based on the MX data.
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SECTION 11

LITERATURE REVIEW AND STATUS OF THE PROBLEM

In viewing the overall fluid dynamics problem associated with flow

about bodies of revolution at angles-of-attack, the important features

rpiy be delineated which contribute to the complexity of the analysis.

The complete analysis must treat the inviscid flow field and the three-

dimensional boundary layer on the vehicle surface (see Reference 1). At

sufficiently higri angles the interacting viscous and inviscid flow field

produce an adverse pressurE gradient on the lee side of the body which

causes the three-dimensional boundary layer to separate. The separated

shear lajer rolls up into a vortex in the wake, which influences the

pressure distribution on the oody and may interfere with the flow about

control surfaces. The conflicting conclusions from many experimental

studies illustrate a major problem of interpreting, scaling, and extra-

polating wind tunnel data from high angle-of-attack tests,

1. BASIC PHYSICAL FEATURES OF VARIOUS AERODYNAMIC REGIMES

As a slender body of revolution traverses the range of angles-of-

attack fro-m 0 to 90 degrees, there are at least four distinct aerodynamic

regimes that must be con:idered in the analysis of this problem. The

a2Peara'ice and disappearance of each regime as a function of angle-of-

attack is also dependent or many other factors. The most important are

nose shape, overall fineness ratio, crossflow Mach number, and Reynolds

number. Other factors may include roll angle, free stream turbulence,

surface roughness, acoustic environment and model vibrations. The follow-

ing regimes can be identified for the subonic analysis of a slender body

of revolution.

Regime I (00<0<50): At very low angles-of-attack there is no dis-

cernabie boundary layer separation and the flow can be characterized by

a classical potential flow field and an attached laminar or tu.-bulent

boundary layer.
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Regime II (5°<a<20°): Boundary layer separation occurs on the lee

side of the body. The separated boundary layer becomes a free shear

layer, which rolls up into two symmetrical concentrated vortices. The

vortices are steady with time. A schematic of the flow field is depicted

in Figure 1. No side force or yawing moment is present. Normal force is

the parameter of interest.

Regime III (20*<a<6Q0): In tnis regime the concentrated vortices

break away from the slender body from alternate sides. The vortices are

shed from the right and left sides in a pattern normally associated with

the classical von Karman vortex, but the vortices dre arrayed in the

spacial sense and not in the temporal sense. This flow field is shown

in Figure 2. These asyrmetrical vortices give rise to significant side

forces and yawing moments. This flow regime is of primary irterest in

the current study. Note that several experimental investigations have

shown some random flow switching and flow instabilities at the higher

end of this angle-of-attack range. Some workers in the field have de-

fined this unsteady portion as a separate flow regime.

Regime IV (60*<a<g9O): The flow field is characterized by some form

of temporal vortex shedding, as has been observed for infinite length

right circular cylinders. A von Karman vortex trail is usually assumed

to be present in the wake.

2. CURRENT STATUS OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS: REGIME II

SThis section and the following one is primarily roncerned with those

experimental investigations which have provided physicai insight into the

-* important aerodynamic and geometric variables governing the flow field in

Regime II and 111. Because of the similarities between the current pro-

blem and the more classical problem of the infinite right circular cylin-

der normal to the freestream, some of the important concepts from the

latter problem will also be included.
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Figure 1. Steady Synnetric Vortices, Regive Il (50 < < 20°)
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Following the publication of Alien's analysis of the rlo, about a

body of revolution at small angles-of-attack using the crossflow drag

cencept (Reference 2), there was a significant flurry of experimental

investigations conducted by NACA and later NASA. Extensive experimental

data was obtained for a model consistinq of an ogive nose 3 dia-neters

long and a cylindrical body 7.7 diameters long. ;Normal firces, surface

pressijrc distributions and vortex wakp chzracteristics for both sobsonic

and supersonic approach flows were reporteJ by Perkins and Jorgensen

(Reference 3). Jorgensen ind Perkins (Reference 4), and Tinling and

Allen (Reference 5). The latter two reterences r•e nf partiý,ular impor-

tance in that they provide quantitative data on the (cettion of the

symetric vortex center, and the strength of t'ka ,ortices at varicus

stations along the body. Jorgenser and Perkins (Reference 4) also

attLe.pted to locate the sepa-•ion line on the mde( hy tracing poten-

tial streamlines on a plot of isobars. The author, also pro.posed k)Qt

the strengths of the concentrated vortices could be estiratzJ from the

normal force distribution a!. vorteA positions. Perkins and Xuehn

(Reference 6) obtained pressure distributions and force characteristics

for a brdy of similar gemetric cr'*rcteristlcs. hut for i larger ranqe

of angles-of-attack. At an ar.glt of 15 deeg•ees, the starting point of

separation was repofte to be at thOe vertex of the model. The crossflow

Repyolds nigher, Rec, at wnhi'h the cro;s-1ow drsq clefficient decreased

was observed to be less that the familiar cr.tical vilue ilor a richt

circular cylinder. Furth6ermore. the crossflcw 14ach nmber is greater

than the critical Mach rAer for a Circilcr cylino,.r.

Gowen ana Perkirs (Reference 7; used the vapor screen ilow v'sul-

ization technique to investigate the iffect of i4y s3hap- on the character-

istics of the vortex K.ces at PV•ch 2. Primary empý:asis da3 placed or3

determining the angle-of-attack at which the vo,<tices 4ndicateC in unsteady

behavior. Gowen and Perkins found tinat tte angle-of-at.tack at which tUse
vcrtex wake berjne uo.sttady cculd o- increased hy reduri.g the nos_2

blnntasss. Additional experivental dat. on normal force, and prssure

distributions for various oesaetric shrpes may be found in .le.n and
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Perkins (References 8,9,10). More recently Grosche (Reference 11)

reported some very detailed experimental measurements of velocity

direction and impact pressures for symmetrical vortices in incompres-

sible flow at high Reynolds numbers.

Experimental measurements on ellipsoidal bodies of revolution.

at small angles-of-attack have been reported by Rodgers (Reference 12)

and ktraghji (Reference 13). Both investigations combine surface oil

flow ouservationb with detailed surface pressure distributions. As a

rarult. it Is possible to determine the free shear layer separation

point on the crossfiow pressure distributizns.

Rodgers (kefered:a 1?) found that the actual surface strt.a2lines

do not differ signifiLantly from those of the potential solution on the

Kvn'ward side o7 the body. flwever. there is a significant difference

between potential and real surface streanlines on the lee-wrd side.

Tht,-sc -,b•"rýations are part;cularly import.nt in any theoretical attempts

of appi,/.ng existing boundary layer separation criteria to crossflow

'r.a3!,re distributicns.

AZ'aghji (.Zcference 13) has some parti:ularly illuminating graphs

in which t.he oil flow results and the isobar plots show the prcse;'.ce of

both primary senaration, i.e., separation Gf the attached boundary layer

growing from the frunr stagnation point, and separation and attacteent

of the ooundiry layer growing beneath the free vortex. The influence

of th.W secondary separated ,low region has not been determined for

either tne sylmnetric primary vortices !Regime 11) or the asymmetric

orisary vcrtices (Regime Il1).

3. CdRRENT STATUS OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS: REGIME III

G-er 28 years ago Allen and Perkins (Reference 9). presented itsual

evidence of asymmetric vortices in the wake of an inclined slender body

of revolution. The first measurements of substantial side forces and
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yawing moments were obtained by Letko (Reference 14) in an investigation

of the directional characteristics of a sharp-nosed fuselaae model at

large angles-of-attack. After these early investigations of these aero-

dynamic phenomena, there was no real effort to understand the problem

until the extensive experimental and theoretical study of asymmetric

vortices by Thompson and Morrison (Reference 15). Their investigation

of flow around very long slender bodies of revolution at high angles-of-

attack suggested that the vortex pattern was periodic in a spatial sense

and could be related to some aspects of the two-dimensional flow in the

wake of an impulsively started circular cylinder. The particular descrip-

tion for this type of flow field proposed in their paper has had a major

in~fluence on subsequent experimental investigations. In fact, since the

publication of tneir paper, the number of reported experimental and

theoretical studies has increased considerably. References 16 through

29 are the primary experimental investigations published in recent years.

A Bibliography of additional publications (not reviewed) is included

herein.

As indicated previously there are many aerodynamic and geometric

parameters that influence the existence and magnitude of large side

forces and yawing moments. Also, as expected, these various oarameters

interact non-linearly, precluding the application of the principle of

superposition. Hence, in reviewing the current physical understanding

of the flow field in Regime III, each major variable is considered

separately, and the basic changes in side and normal force is discussed.

a. Mach Number Effects

Side forces and yawing moments decrease in magnitude at tran-

sonic Mach numbers. This trend has been measured by Pick (Reference 16),

Fleeman and Nelson (Reference 21), Keener, Chapan and Kruse (Reference

27), and Jorgensen and Nelson (References 22,24). Although this trend

is generally observed, there are Pxccptions. For instance, Keener and

Chapean (Reference 20) and Pick (Reference 16) show very irregular trends.
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For instance, Pick's models with a nose fineness ratio of four and nose

bluntness of 5% show first a decrease of maximum side force for Mach num.-

bers between 0.5 to 0.8, and then a substantial increase from 0.8 to 1.1.

Fleeman and Nelson (Reference 21) show a disappearance of side force and

yawing moment as the freestream Mach number approaches unity, and then

they reappear at supersonic Mach numbers.

Keener and Chapman (Reference 20) found that the onset of side fcrce

was not influenced by Mach number.

b. Reynolds Number Effects

There are three different Reynolds numbers that have been used

in the literature to describe the state of the flow around a siender body

of revolution at angles-of-attack. For reference they are listed below:

(1) Freestream Reynolds numbers based on maximum diameter

of the nPdel

V D
Re (1)

(2) C-ossflow Reynolds number based on crossflow velocity

component

R e v ( sin ) 0 (2)
V

(3) Surface Streamline Reynolds number based on characteristic

length in freestream direction

R (s-i n 7, (3)e' s

The latter Reynolds number was first suggested by Bursrall and

Loftin (Reference 30) while investigating the pressure distribution about
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a yawed circular cylinder in the critical Reynolds number range. Lamcnt

and Hunt (Reference 31) also suggested that this Reynolds number may be

Imore appropriate in describing the condition of the attached boundary

layer. Both papers clain that the critical Reynolds number for transi-

tion to turbulent flow is independent of the angle-of-attack if Res is

used. Hence, it is possible to determine the critical Reynolds number

from tests at 90o angle-of-attack. This Reynolds number, however. has

not found general acceptance in the literature, and the current discus-

sion will be restricted to variations with the crossflow Reynolds number

or freestream Reynolds number, an important factor is the conditinn of

the attached boundary layer, either laminar, transitional, or turbulent.

Pick (Reference 16), found that the magnitude of the average

side force was decreased by as much as 80 oercent, for most Mach numbers

and geometrical configurations, when the attached boundary layer was

tripped on the winddard side. The freestream Reynolds number range for

these tests was from 0.25 x 106 to 0.39 x 106.

Flee-an and Nelson (Reference 21), show significant variation

of both the side force and yawing moment with Reynolds number. For a

model consisting of a tkngent ogive nose (1lD - 2.5) and a cylindrical

afterbody (I/D - 12), the side force and yawing moment increased up to

ReD - 2.5 x 105, and then decreased with increasing Reynolds numbers.

Peak values of side force and ydwing moment occurred at crossflow Rey-

nolds numbers between 1.4 x l10 and 2.5 x 105. For approximately the

same freestream Reynolds number, Coe, Chambers and Letko (Reference 17)

observed no significant Reynolds number effect.

Jorgensen and Nelson (Reference 22) observed that the normal

fnrces and side forces for a model with a high fineness ratio nose were

significantly affected by a change in the freestream Reynolds number.

However, no trends were clearly established. Similar results were also

presented oy Keener, Chapman and Kruse (Reference 27). They report the

largest side force at Re0 - 4.3 x 105.
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c. Nose Fineness Ratio and Bluntness Effects

For ogive cylinder bodies, the magnitude of the average side

force increases with increased fineness ratio. This trend was reported
by Pick (Reference 16), Jorgersen and Nelson (Reference 22). Keener and

Chapman (Reference 20), and Keener, Chapman and Kruse (Reference 27).

Several investigations have shown that for a given nose fineness

ratio, a Judicious choice of nose bluntness will reduce the maximum side

force associated with a particular model. Keener and Chapman (Reference

20) found a decrease in the side force coefficient for nose bluntness

values of 4.2% and 8.4% (nose radius referenced to maximum body radius).

In fact, for a pointed tangent ogive (I1D - 3.5), the latter value
resulted in almost negligible side force at Mach 0.25. However, as the

nose bluntness was increased, the measured side force began to become

significant again. For the most slender tangent ogive (1/d - 5.0), the

largest nose bluntness value produced significant unsteadiness in the

flow field.

Pick (Reference 16) reported that in general an increase in nose
bluntness reduced the maximum values of the side forces. The reduction

was most pronounced at the lower Mach numbers. However, for a model with

a nose fineness ratio of 2 the side force actually increased for bluntness

ratios greater than 5%.

Jorgensen and Nelson (Reference 22) recorded significant

decreases in measured side forces and yawing moments for a model with

a blunted ogive nose (1/D - 3.0), when compared with the original sharp

ogive nose (1/0 - 3.5). However, they noted that the same reduction in

side forces and yawing moments could be achieved with a sharp ogive nose

of equivalent nose fineness (1/D - 3.0).

In sum•nary, nose bluntness may reduce the side forces and

yawing moments. However, some caution must be used in the choice of

the appropriate value of the nose bluntness ratio. In view of the
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uncertainty in the current understanding of the flow mechanism, experi-

mental measurements should be used for design purposes.

d. deometric Changes to Reduce Side Forces and Yawing Moments

One of the principle objectives of tke available studies has
been to eliminate or at least reduce the magnitude of induced side forces

and yawing nmoents. Hence, a series of devices or techniques have been

investigated on a somewhat trial and error basis. Letko (Reference 14)

found that a small strake on the nose of a conical yaw and pitch tube

eliminated unsteady pressure measurecents, which were attriouted to the

random asymmetric vortex flow-field switching. Letko also reported that

a ring or other roughness on the nose of a sharp-nosed fuselage model

reduced the yawing moment. The Pffect of nose strakes on forebodies was

investigated by Keener and Chapman (Reference 20), and Coe. Chambers and

Letko (Reference 17). In general, symmetric nose strakes significantly

reduced or eliminated side forces and yawing moments for sharp-nosed

tangent ogives (l/D - 3.5). The flow ML hanism of the nose strakes is

to force the local boundary layer separation to occur symmetrically.

This condition is obviously very sensitive to roll and yaw angles.

Jorgensen and Nelson (References 22,24) found that nose strakes

on a model with an ogive nose (t/D - 3.0) and a cylindrical afterbody

(O/D - 7.0) rude little or no change in the measured side forces and

yawing moments. Nose strakes did increase the normal force and moved

the aerodynamic force center forward.

The use of boundary layer trips in the form of grit ringi or

strips has met with mixed results. For grit rings on a pointed tangent

ogive, Keener and Chapman (Reference 20) obtained significant reduction

in the side forces. For meridional grit strips on the windward side,

Pick (Reference 16) and Keener and Chapman (Reference 20) measured de-

creases in the side forces. Clark, Peoples and Briggs (Referenice 18)

had some success in reducing side forces in a model with a blunt nose
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and cylindrical afterbody by placing grit rings on the nose. However,

Jorgensen and Nelson (Reference 22) observed no changes in side forces

and yawing moments for a ring of grit placed on the roses of models

with pointed ogive noses (l/D - 3.5).

Other devices that have reduced side forces include nose-mounted

vortex generators (Reference 18) and nose booms (Reference 20). Changes

in the cross-sectional shape of mcdels have also been shown to decrease

side forces.

e. Roll Angle and Nose Misalignments

An additional complexity in the aerodynamic problem of slender

bodies of revolution at high angle-of-attack is the variation ef side

force and yawing moment with roll angle and/or model nose misalignment.

Thomson and Morrison (Referen:e 15) reported that rotation of a seemingly

axisymmetric model (cone-cylinder with a measured nose misalignment of

less than 5 x 10" in.) changed the flow pattern from one vortex sequence

to the other. For one test model, Pick (Reference 16) found that not

only did the sign of the measured side force change but also the magni-

tude of the side force, as the model was rolled 180*; however, for a

second model, only the sign of the side force changed as it was cgain

rolled 1800. Other investigators reporting changes in side force with

roll angle are Wardlaw (Reference 32), Lamont and Hunt (References 31,33),

Keener and Chapman (Reference 20), and Clark, Peoples and Briggs (Refer-

ence 18).

The results obtained by Keener and Chapman (Reference 20), a-e

particularly Interesting. They found that by rotating the entire mcdel,

which was a pointed tangent ogive (l/D - 3.5), the changes in side force

are consistent with previous results, presented above. They also con-

ducted similar experiments in which the removable nose tip (length of

0.19 In) was rotated.
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The results of these tests are very similar to the results

obtained ir the earlier tests. Hence, it appears that the asymmetry

of the vortex flow is very sensitive to the nose geometry. Similar
results were also obtained by Clark, Peoples and Briggs (Reference

18). In these tests, either the entire nose was rolled with respect

to the body or the entire body was rolled. Under either condition,

the magnitude of the measured yawing moment changed substantially.

These results have very serious implicatloais for tne designer

who must rely on wind tunnel test data. Unless the particular model

was tested at several roll angles, the selected data may not represent

the maximum possible side forces or yawing moments. In fact, using

existing experimental data to evaluate the accuracy of existing analy-

tical techniques is equally as hazardous.

To complicate this problem further, an experimental investiga-

tion by Coe, Chambers and Letko (Reference 17) of roll angle effect on

a tangent ogive (1/D - 3.5) and a cone (1/D - 3.5) showed no significant

changes in the yawing moment coefficient.

f. Flow Field Unsteadiness

Several experimenters have reported various manifestations of

flow field unsteadiness or time-dependent behavior. Letko (Reference

14) observed an aperiodic pressure variation fcr yaw pressure orifices

on a yaw and pitch probe at high angles-of-attack. These tesults seemed

to imply that complete flcw reversal or flow switching existed. Letko

eliminated this problem by placing a small nose strake on the probe.

Similar investigations of a pointed fuselage model indicated only partial

flow reversal. Thomson and Morrison (Reference 15) found some gross

instabilities for certain incidence ranges between 30* to 40W. These

wake instabilities occurred either at various angles-of-attack for a

fixed roll argle, or at fixed angles-of-attack and varying roll angle.

Froi visual observation, the authors concluded that the vortex system
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appeared to oscillate between the two stable flow patterns which existed
on either side of the inotabillty. Thomson and Morrison (Reference 15)
proposed that the instabilities are initiated by asyimmetries in the flow
very close to tOe nose. These asymmetries may be related to either nose

geometry or approach flow direction, or both. Fron a typical oscillo-
graph output in Fick's paper (Reference 16), it appears that the measured

side force oscillates it about 20 Uz. However, there is no discussion

or comment in the paper concerning the existence, frequency and/or magni-

tude of the time dependent ,ariation of the side force. Clark and Nelson
(Reference 26) reported visual observation in a wAter tunnel, which
seemed to show flow switching between two distinctly different flow
patterns. Keener, Chapman and Kruse (Reference 27) observed flow

unsteadiness above an angle-of-attack of 45*. In fact, the amolitudes

of the unsteady side force were sometimes as large as 30% of the balance
load capacities. The mean side forces were obtained by electronic

filtering.

in contrast to the above qualitative observations of flow
unsteadiness, Coe, Chambers, and Letko (Reference 17), using a tuft

grid to investigate the free vortex system, found that the various flow

patterns were relatively steady with time.

* Lamont and Hunt (Reference 3-) made some time-dependent surface
pressure measurements on models with circular arc ogive noses and cylin-

drical afterbodies. They observed various degrees of unsteadiness at

various angles-of-attack. At angles-of-attack between 30° and 50%, it

appeared as if random, partial or sometimes, complete flow field switch-
ing occurred. The flow seems to have a preferred state but was disturbed

in a random fashion. At inclinations of 650 to 70%, complete flow switch-

Ing occurred more often, and at higher ar.gles-of-attack periodic vortex
shedding was obseried, Note that all these tests were carefully controlled

to maintain lamInar boundary layer conditions.

As a result of these tests, Lamont and Hunt (Reference 33)
suggest that the random 'low switching oehavior may be attributed to
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the turbulence level in the approaching freestream. It is proposed that

If eddies of sufficient size are convected past the cylinder, then these

turbulent eddies will influence the local value of circulation about the

model at any instant, and cause a change in the free vertex orientation.

A similar approach has been used by Tunstall and Harvey (Reference 34)

to explain the switching of secondary circulation in the flow in pipes

with sharp bends.

These uncertainties associated with flow switching and tne

results reported by Smith and Nunn (Reference 35) on the effect of pitch

rate should be a strong warning to experimentalists in choosing appro-

priate time scales for time-averaged pressure and force measurements.

Particular attention must be given to total sample tire per data point

and frequency response characteristics of instruments and recorders.

Also, the dynamic characteristics of the model support system must be

taken into consideration.

g. Vortex Shedding and Spacing

The alternate spatial shedding of vortices is an integral part

of the flow field in Regime III. Most investigators have as.umed exoli-

city or implicity that the local maximum side force occurs at the axial

station at which the vortex breaks away from the model.

In view of the above and the concept of the impulsive flow

analogy, it is necessary to predict the locations of the shedding points.

Since the shedding process is continuous, so-me criterion has to be given

to define the aerodynamic condition indicating the shedding point.

Thomson and Morrison (Reference 15) used Schlieren photographs and

yawmeter traverses to obtain the location of the free vortex core after

shedding. Since the vorte4 core path away from the model was reasonably

straight, they calculated a "Strouhal number" for the spatial shedding

probl em.
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Pick (Reference 16), following Thomson's apd Morrison's path of

inquiry, obtained similar results. He showed that an increase in the

crossflow Mach number, Mc moved the virtual vortex origin downstream

along the model. Also, for the same geometry and approach flow condi-

tions, the vortex breakaway points moved downstream as the boundary

layer changed from laminar to turbulent.

Using cavitation as a means of flow visualization, Clark and

Nelson (Reference 26) observed body vortex cores in the wake of a model

consisting of a tangent ogive nose (l/D - 2.5) and a cylindrical after-

body (O/D - 12.5). They found that the vo-tex starting positions move

toward the nose as the angle-of-attack or the crossflow Mach number

increased.

All three available investigations used entrapolated data to

determine the breakaway point, without having any surface pressure

measurements or other model surface measurements. It seems instr',ctive

then to look to the analogous time-dependent shedding problee, for a

right circular cylinder normal to a uniform stream. There have been

carefully documented experimental investigations on the formation of

vortices. The most illuminating measurements of the temporal shedding

of vortices and their effect on the oscillating lift and drag of a right

circular cylinder have been reported by Drescher (Reference 36). By

combining simultaneous time-dependent pressure measurements with synchro-

nized flow visualization motion pictures of the formation and path of

the shed vortices, Drescher was able to show the lift and drag force

dependence on both tte location of the shed vortices and the associated

surface pressure distribution. In view of the impulsive flow analogy

it seems instructive to compare the time-dependent pressure distribution

variations along an inclined slender body. The only other time-dependent

Pressure measurements for a right circular cylinder have been reported

by Naumann and Pfeiffer (Reference 37) and Naumann, Morsbach and Kramer

(Reference 38). The letter investigations are of particular interest

in assessing the effect of shock formation on the model as the local

crossflow Mach number exceeds unity.
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The work of Gerrard and his co-worker Bluor (References 39,40,41)

also provides significant insight into the formation of wake vortices.

Of particular importance to the problem under investigation is the de-

tailed mechanism of the development of the free vortex. Gerrard (Refer-

ence 40) has shown that the circulation of the free vortex is less than

the vorticity associated with the free shear layer leaving the body.

This is because, in the formation proceis, vorticity of oppositý_ sign

is entrained by the vortex sheet from the other side of the model. This

entrainment process occurs very close to the model surface and, therefore,

has a substantial effect on the local pressure distribution. This, in

turn, influences the magnitude of the local side force.

3
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SECTION III

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The primary purpose of the experimental program was to determine the

aa.;edynamic loads on a smooth missile at conditions of high angle-of-

attack at subsonic and transonic speeds. Nose shape was the principal

variable. Initially the data were intended to develop design criteria

for a missile concept, but were subsequently used to expand the basic

understanding of complex flow phenomena that have application to several

missile and aircraft analysis problems.

The selection of the AEDC 16-Foot Transonic Test Facility was based

on a need to obtain data at near fell-scale conditions, since this type of

data could not be corrected for large changes in Mach number or Reynolds

number with confidence. An extrapolation method had not been developed

for flows involving asyrmetric vortex separation at angle-of-attack. T".

data presented in this report were obtained at a Reynolds number range

from 3.17 A 105 to 3.55 x 106, based on body diameter. The latter re-

presents some of the highest Reypolds number data obtained to date at

t,.ese high angle-of-atUcK conditions.

Testing was accomplished during six tunnel entries, covering the

complete angle-of-attack range from 00 to 180°. .easurements were made

of the surface static pressures, surface pressure oscillations, total

forces and moments, and the flcw field velocities on the lee side of

the missile. During the early pressure tests a high-pressure air supply

system was connected to simulate the rocket exhaust for missile angles-

of-attack above 400.

The particular conditions of Mach number, Reynolds number, and

angle-of-attack which coup. "s! the test series are shown in Table 1.

The model designation, type of test, and the use of boundary layer trips

or rocket plume sin-Jlatlon is also noted.
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1. TEST FACILITY

The AEOC 16-Foot Transonic Test Facility (16T) is a closed-circuit

continuous-flow wind tunnel with a range of operation at Mach numbers

from 0.20 to 1.60. The tunnel is capable of operating within a

stagnation pressure range from approximately 120 to 4000 psfa, depending

on the Mach number, and over a stagnation temperature range from about

80*F to a maximum of 160*F. The specific humidity of the air is

controlled by removing tunnel air and supolying conditioned make-up air

from an atmospheric dryer.

The high angle-of-attack missile tests were conducted over a range of

Mach numbers from 0.30 to 1.40. In the range 0.60 to 1.40 the tunnel has

a maximum dynamic pressure of nominally 750 psfa. This corresponds to a

maximum unit Reynolds number of 5.5 x 106 per foot at Mach 0.60 and

3.5 x 106 per foot at Mach 1.40.

In 16T the contour of each sidewall of the nozzle is adjusted by

motor-driven actuators. The test section is 16 feet square in cross

section and 40 feet long. The test sections are completely enclosed in a

plenum chamber which can be evacuated, allowing part of the tunnel main

flow to be removed through the test section perforated walls, thereby

unchoking the test section at near sonic speeds and alleviating wall

interference effects, A more extensive description of the tunnel and its

operating characteristics is contained in Reference 42.

2. TEST HARDWARE AND INSTRUENTATION

"a. Pressure and Force Tests

The missile configuration consisted of a 7.6-inch-diameter

cylindrical body and a set of interchangeable nose parts of various shape

and bluntness. A sketch showing the model located in the wind tunnel test

section is shown in Figure 3, and Installation photographs of the model

are presented in Figure 4. The model was tested with two basic body

lengths and with various combinations of three ogive and three triconic

nose configurations. Major details and dimensions of the model are shown

in Figure 5, and a photograph of the ogive nose configurations is shown in

Figure 6.
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NOSE A 8 R

N 1 53.2 19.695 0

N 2 53.2 19.345 0.231

N 3 38.0 16.258 0.231
N4 22.8 12.411I 0.231

L .6

RII

TANGENT

POINT

s.27.80
46.75-

f N56.583

78.63 C N 1)

Figure 5. Model Dimensions
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One of the primary test variables was the shape of the nose.

Thirteen different nose configurations were tested at various conditions

during the force and pressure testing. Figure 5 shows sketches of 12 of

the nose shapes that were built for wind tunnel testing. The five basic

noses were N2, N3, N6, N8 and NIl; the 7-caliber, 5-caliber and triconic

noses, respectively. Caliber as defined in this report is the radius of

the arc from the body tangent point divided by the diameter as shown in

Figure 28. The NI nose was the N2 nose with material added to the tip

and machined to a sharp point. N4 was a 3-caliber nose tested to give

parametric data on the effect of fineness ratio. The N5, N7, N9, NIO,

N12 and N13 noses were made by changing the nose "button", a removable

screw-in nosetip on the basic triconic shape, to change the bluntness

of the triconic configuration. The N14 nose was a 3-caliber nose

(like N4) with increased nosetip bluntness. The triconic nose

configurations, were developed to increase usable volume in the nose

while reducing nose length, allowing increased body cylindrical length

within a fixed maximum-overall-length missile.

The pressure models were instrumented with up to 308 pressure

orifices. Shown in Figure 7 is Configuration N261 with 244 pressure

orifices. For the various nose configurations the station location of

the nose pressure rings varied slightly and are called out as a nominal

X/D location in this report. The data were obtained with up to seven

internally mounted 48-port ScanivalvesR with strain gage pressure trans-

ducers. The first two test entry models included 32 microphone taps with

the static taps. These data are reported in AFFDL TR 76-109, Reference 52.

The cold-air nozzles which sinulated the rocket plume are shown in

Figure 8. The exhaust nozzle weight flow was determined from cnamber

pressure and temperature measurements and the iatternal geometry of the

exhaust nozzle. A pitch Indicator mounted on the pitch support system

was used to determine the model angle-of-attack.

The external contour of the force model was identical to the

pressure model except the force model did not have the surface pressure

orifices. The support system hardware was also the same for both models

with the addition of six-component strain gage balance. The pitch attitude
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• M.$,.

78.28

5.0634.794

" •-~- -. . . . [-r . . .
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Figure 8. ExhaLst Nozale Details
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of the sting-mounted force model was determineo from an internally mounted

angle-of-attack indicator, and the strut-mounted-model attitude was

determined from an angle-of-attack indicator rzunted on the pitch mechanism

and corrected for balance deflections.

The model was mounted on a remotely controlled sting support

system with a pitch range from -5° to 45°. To obtain model force and

pressure data through an angle-of-attacK range from 0 to 180 degrees,

e.sentially two separate model support systems were required. A sketch

showing the model support arrangement and associated angle-of-attack

range is shown in Figure 9.

To obtain data through an angle-of-attack range from 0 to 45

degrees, the model was aft mounted on a straight sting support system,

Figure 10. To obtain data through an angle-of-attack range from 45 to

180 degrees the model was strut mounted, Figure 10, and attached to a

sting support with a clutch face arrangement. The clutch face allowed

the model to be positioned at either 45, go or 135 degrees with respect

to the main support system. High-pressure air was supplied through the

sting and strut to an aft-mounted nozzle for cold-flow simulation of the

nozzle eAhaust plume during the pressure phase of the test.

A large number of the sting-mounted configurations were testedI with a boundary-layer transition strip around the nose. The transition

strip consisted of a 1/8-inch-wide ring of "grit" around the nose. The

grit consisted of No. 70 (approximately .0083-inch-diameter) 91--ss spheres

glued on with polaroid print fixer. The chart in Figure 11 lists the

location of the grit ring for each of the 14 nose configurations. The

NIBI configuration was also pressure tested with two lengthwise strips of

grit located 30 degrees either side of the winoward meridian for tripping

the boundary layer when the model was at high angles-of-attack.

b. Flow Field Tests

The N2Bl configuration described in the previous section was used

for a wre detailed analysis of the wake characteristics. The missile model

was floor mounted on a strut/sting arrangement with a pitch range from

0 to 70 degrees and a roll range of from -180 to 180 degrees.
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The probe rake was sting mounted and positioned automatically under

computer control. Figure 12 shows the model and the cone probe rake

installed in the wind tunnel test section.

Thd wake data, consisting of steady state flow angularity and

pressures, were obtained with a nine-probe rake, each probe having a
conic tip with four static and one total pressure orifice. In addition,

unsteady flow field data was obtained with a rake of the same geometric

design, employing Kulite transducers in each probe. The geometrical details

of the probe are shown in Figure 13.

The missile model was instrumented with 260 pressure taps as

shown in Figure 7. Sixteen model pressures at station X/D - 7.4 were

measured by the PWT digital pressure system to provide a continuous

sampling of the data with respect to time. The purpose was to determine

the steady or unsteady nature of the data being recorded. More

information on the procedure will be provided in following sections. All

other pressures were measured by 6 internally mounted 48-port Scanivalves

and strain gage pressure transducers.

3. DATA REDUCTION

a. Pressure and Force Tests

The pressure and force data presented in this report were

obtained at freestream Mach numbers from 0.30 to 1.50 and angles-of-attack

from 0 to 180 degrees. The freestream Reynolds number per foot was varied

from 0.50 to 5.00 x 106 at discrete Mach numbers as shown in Table 1.

The Qteady-state force, .oment, and pressure coefficient data

were obtained by setting the appropriate tunnel conditions and varying the

angle-ot-attack in 5-degree increments. The pressure coefficient data

were also obtained both with and without simulated nozzle exhaust flow.

-' The force and moment data were corrected for weight tares and

reduced to body axis coefficients by AEDC. Moment coefficients were

referred to a location 27.8 inches forward of the base of the model.
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FIRST
RING OF PORTS

I LI

L1 = Distance from nose to C of first ring of pressure ports

LG = Axial distance from nose to leading edge of grit ring
S= Axial aistance from leading edge of grit ring to of first ring of

pressure ports

N- OSE r, L1 LG
CONFIGURATION - G

_ _ _ INCHES INCHES INCHES

N1  7-cal. ogive 0 3.90 2.80 1.10

N2 .0304 3.50 2.40 1.10

K3 5-cal. ogive .0304 3.00 2.40 .60

r4 3-cal. ogive .0304 2.38 1.88 .50
N5  S-cal. triconic .040 4.63 2.40 2.23

N6 .080 3.78 1.55 2.23

N7  4-cal. triconic .040 2.78 2.40 .50
NH .080 2.15 1.77 .50

N9  .120 1.52 1.14 .50
NIO 3-cal. tr'1conic .040 3.58 2.50 1.08

N11  .080 3.07 1.99 1.08
N12  .120 2.56 1.48 1.08

1113  .160 2.05 .97 1.08
N1 4  3-cal. ogive .150 -- 1.00 --

Figure 11. Nose Ring Grit Patterns
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PHOTOGRAPH OF MODEL INSTALLATION

Figure 12. Model !rsta~lltion for Flow Field Test
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The pressure data was received from AEDC in tabulated listings
and on magnetic taoe. The pressure coefficients were plotted and
integrated to give running loads and total force and monent coefficients.

b. Flow Field Test

The flow field measurements were cbtained at Mach 0.40 at 40- and
45-degree angle-of-attack, and at Mlach 0.60 at 40-degree angle-of-attack.
The freestream Reynolds number was 2.0 x IO6 per foot at Mach 0.40 and
"5.0 x 106 per foot at Mach 0.60. Wake data were obt~ined at three model
stations at Mach 0.40 and 45-degree angle-of-attack, two model stations
at Mach 0.40 and 40-degree angle-of-attack, and one model station at
Mach 0.60 and 40-degree angie-of-attack. The first survey station was
at X/D = 3.78. The two subsequent survey stations were at X/D = 7.4
and 8.8. The dynamic total pressure surveys were made parallel to the
model centeiline at about 1.0 diame.ter above the centerline. The wake

velocities and flow angularities were calculated from the pressures
based on calibrations of the cone probe rake.

The objective of this test was to obtain flow field velocity data
with the rodel at a roll angle where the side force was high. To select
this roll angle the model was rolled 180 degrees in 22.5-degree increments
with the model pressure data recorded at each roll angle. It was surmised
that the maximum side force would occur when the pressure differential

between taps on opposite sides of the missile at 0 = gO9 was a maxirmaii.

At Mach 0.40 and 45-degree angle-of-attack the objective was
ac-omplished and a zero degree roll angle was selected. However, after
this set of data was obtained, one of the taps at the survey station
became plugged and remained undetected during the acquisition of the
remaining test data. As a consequence, a roll angle was selected for
the remaining sets of data which did not give the maximum side force.

Vortex switching did not occur for the present test conditions.
This was determined by monitoring two pressure transducers at the sale

relative leeward position on each side of the body as a function of time.
Had vortex switching occurred the relative reading between these two taps
would have fluctuated from, positive to negative. At Mach 0.40 tme
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difference between the two leeward taps was observed to be nearly constant
with time, indicating steady flow conditions. At Mach 0.60 there were
large differences between the two leeward taps with time, although the

readings were always positive. Thus one may conclude that the flow

field was unsteady at Mach 0.60 but vortex switching did not occur.

4. PRECISION OF MEASUREMENTS

a. Pressure and Force Tests

Aa estimate of the precision of the data at two standard deviation

is presented below for Mach number 0.60 to 1.30.

Mach No. 0.60 Mach No. = 1.30
Reynolds 6 No. Reynolds No. Reynolds 6 o.

Pariteter 0.5 x 10 5.0 X IV0 3.6 x 106

± _ 0.711 _ 0.077 _0.093

CN ± 0.226 " 0.039 +0.150

c ± 0.586 " 0.065 t 0.o02.

Cp ± 0.008 _ 0.008 ±0.008

C- 0.312 r 0.031 ±0.025

± 0.003 !"0.003 ±o0.Oo

q -3 .0 psf _3.0 psf 3.0 psf

S_+o0.10, o0.10, ±0.10o

At Mach 0.60 the estimates point out the loss of accuracy of

the force and moment data at the low Reynolds numbers. The original
test plan called for the maximum Reynolds number available and the
balance was therefore sized and calibrated to accomnodate the higher

"loads.
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b. Flow Field Test

Estirates of the precision in certain test parameters at a

95-peircent confidence level are as follows:

Parameter Mach No. - 0.40 Mach No. - 0.60

M.t0.004 ±0.003

q ±3.5 psf 3.3 psf

p (Scanivalve) ± 5.8 psf ± 6.2 psf

p (PPB system) ± 5.5 psf - 4.8 psf

-L(model) "0.15- 0.15.

WL(rake) -0.05- 0.0-

±0.5- 0.3"

x4:(rake) 1 0.014 -0.014

y/D(rake) -0.014 t 0.014

z/D(rake) -0.014 " 0.014
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SECTION IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF ThlE PRESSURE AND FORCE TESTS

The effects of the major variables in the eAperimental progam have

been separated into sections. The intent is to snow trends and sensitivities

as functions of flow field and geometric variables. Two principai question-

were identified as the test plan was developed. 
T

he application of the

test data to flight conditions requirea more than a correction to the

axial force coefficient to account for skin friction differences. All

of the static force and moment coefficients would be sersitive to

boundary layer separatio, at high angles of attack and some type of

Reynolds number scaiing description was required. The second question

was the effect of the nose shape on the separateo vortex pattern. The

separated vortices induce forces and moments which affect flight

characteristics. Both the force balance data and the surface precsure

data were used to show the expe~isiental trends.

1. PRESSURE INTEGRATION

The pressure data offered a unique opportunity to compare aercdm-ramic

characteristics as measured from two independent sources. The pressure

coefficierts were integrated over the surface of the missile tc cbtain

force and moment coefficients. The integrated valdes were ther compared

with the direct measurements of forces and moments. The comparison

answered questions about the repeatability of data and instru•,.,tatici

response to time dependent pressure fluctio•tions. Structural analysis

requires data on running load,, and this could only be provided by thA

integrated pressure data. Analytical development was also dependent upon

the m-easurements of running load patterns.

Pressure Integration was accomplished using qeometric data which

describes the slope and location of each tap on the model. Direction

cosines are computed at each tap. Experimental presmure co.tficients ar.

read from the data tape. mxultiplied by the appropriate direction cosines,

and integrated with respect to location over the missile surface.
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Figures 14 through 16 present comparisons between force data and
integrated pressure data for the •42Bl and N6P2 configuratluns, hIch are
typical. The normal force coeffic;nt; for oolh =onfioaurattnns shaw excel-
lent agreement below 35-degree angle-of-attack but at 3ý degree. and
higher some. differences are noteo. The effect of the asyrime+-ic flow
on thE aerodynamic cce.-ficlents dhlvo 35 degrees is prsbably the biggest
factor causing these differences. Differences have been fct.d in expecteo
normal force levels for other cases and t.iese differences invariably occur
when the aynymnetric forces are very rt-ge. The axiAl force coefficient
olots show that with correcti.)ns for base axial force (Figur-' 1-) rnd sk'n
friction the integrated pressure Jata would agree q:dite well with the force
data. The side force coefficient at 35-degree anlle-of-attack is plottei
versus Pach number for both configurations. These figures show that, in
general, the magnitude of the side force cezfficients is the sape but that
the signs may be different. This difference in signs, even with just small
angle-of-att•ck differences, indicates that the flow pattern of shedding
vortices and their frequencies and strengths are highly dependent on A lirge
n'ther of fartors which must be systematically tested to improve analytical

methods.
The pressure data can reveal much more about what is happening oa

the :,odel as opposed to total forces and moaents, and, as such, provides
invaluable information for research on asycietrical flow phenomena.

2. t.SYr.ETRIC FORCES

-One of the primary objectives of this test effort was the investi-
gation of asymmetric flow on slender bodies at angles-of-attack acove
25 degrees. The large model at h;gh Reynolds number combined with the
large Mach number range and 13 nose configurations tested provide a
wealth of useful data for this type of investigation.

Figure 17 preset~ts the absolute value of the ratio of side force
coefficient to normal force coefficient (ICY/CJI) iersus angle-of attack

for eight of the configurations at Mach ntmbers 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8.
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for Axial Force Coefficient
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One of the most interestIng results is the effect of nose shape on

the development of side force with increasing angle-cf-attack above 25

degrees. The lowest fineness ratio nose (M4) is shown to have, in

general, much iower side forces at all Mach numbers than the other

configurations, while the tric.ic (N1562, N632) nose configurations side

forces are the highest. In fact at Mach 0.4, the N5B2 side force is

seen to be ds much as 73 percent of the normal force at a = 40 degr-ees,

while the M4B2 is owly about 6 or 7 percent. The ogive nose (111, N2, N13

and N4) configurations sid'i forces generally decrease with decreasing

fineness ratio. The figures again show the side forces decreasing with

inc.reasing Mach number, dropping from 30 to 40 percent of normal force

to about 5 percent -- going froin Mach 0.4 to 0.8.

The section on Reynolds number effects will show that for all but

the N1482 the magnitudes of the forces and moments were sensitive to

freestream Reynolds number once asy-i-etric flow had occurred. The trends

with Reynolds number varied with configuration, dnd only generalized

statements could be made concerning these effects. For the bluntest

nose configuration, M042, the side forces and yawing morents stayed very

small with Reynolds number variation; other nose configurations varied so

much that there must be a point where decreased fineness ratio effects on

the boundary layer are such that symmetrical shedding is continued to a

ouch nigher angle-of-attack. For other nose configurations the change in

Reynolds number probably affects flow such that it changes the vortex

shedding pattern in var/ing ways.

3. REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECTS

The 4ix wind tunnel model was designed to as large a scale as possible

for testing at maximum dynamic pressure in the 16T facility. The primary

purpose for this was to test at the highest crossflow Reynolds number

possible because of the very large angle-of-attack encountered by the 14X

air-launched missile, with possibilities of large side forces and

yawing moments due to asynnetric vortex flow phenomena. Simulation of

these phenomenon is a strong function of crossflow Peynolds number, Re

and crossflow, Mact. number, Mr. The expected variation of full-scale c

Re with H. for the forward and rearward la.nch of the HiX 3-80 missile

Cl
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are shown in Figure 18 along with the wind tunnel values run during the gX
testing program. Maximum Reo c for full scale is 7.2 x 10 at = 0.4
while wind tunnel Rec w-as 2.35 x 10'. Although the mismatch of Reynolds

number is apparent. these data still represent some of the highest
Reynolds number testing at very high angles-of-attack to date and, as such,
should aid in unoerstanding the asymmetric vortex shedding problem area.
Figure 19 shows the range of crossfiow Reynolds numbers covered during

these tests with respect to crossflow drag coefficient.

Since the primary purpose of the high Reynolds number was to
investigate the asymmetric flow phenomena the emphasis in looking at the

data was concentrat-!d on angles-of-attack between 330 nd 45 degrees.
The very high angle-of-attack data were obtained on the strut model
support. A data shift was observed when strut data were -ompared with

sting data, indicating support interference effects due to the forward
swept strut. For this reason the sting-mounted model data were primarily

used.

Pressure coefficient data for the N2BI configuration at 14 = 0.6,
a = 45* and Reynolds numbers of 0.5, 1.0, 3.0 and 5.6 x 106 are shown in

Figure 20a through f. A scrutiny of each station reveals that the effect

of Reynolds number on the pressure distribution varies considerably. Each
station has its own variations with meridian angle, and few definite trends

could be noted. The positive C values are virtually unaffected by the
changing Reynolds number, while the negative Cp's fluctuate with the Reynolds
number. At station 10.5, for example, the pressure distribution is synnet-
rical mith the largest negative C on the far leeward side being for the
lowest ReynOlds nunber. At station 17.5 the distribution is slightly un-
symmetrical, with the highest Reynolds number run showing the largest

negative Cp on the far leeward side. For meridian angles of 60 to 1110pdegrees, the increasing negative Cp corresponds to increasing Reynolds

number in most cases. A noteworthy effect was the increasingly unsyemt-

rical pressure distribution, particularly at the higher Reynolds numbers.
with only a short change in body length. At station 17.5 the distribution
is already slightly unsymetrical, and at X = 26.5 the distrlbution is
quitE unsymmetrical. At X = 46.5 the distribution is fairly symmetrical
again, and at X = 66.5 the distribution is unsy.metrical, with the larger
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negative values to the opposite sidle of the X = 26.5 values. The system-

atic variation of Oide force values from side to side is appar--rt from the

pressure data. Dependin9 on the pattern, the integrated side forces could

give a small summation force; whereas with the unsyrmetrical pattern

starting so far forward, the yawing moments could still be very large.

The force and moment balance data for various Reynolds numbers on

the N281, N3B2, N4B2 and 1682 configurations was so inconsistent that no

definite trends could be established. Figures 21 through 22 show the C N,

C and Cn aerodynamic coefficients plotted versus angle-of-attack for the

N281 and N382 configurations at M = 0.6 for four different Reynolds

numbers. Initial conclusions from these figures would indicate that the

highest Reynolds number would have the largest normal force, side force,

and yawing moment coefficients at the higher angles of-attack.

Unfortunately, the balance data for other Aach nueibe-s and configurations

did not always show these same trends. Crossplots of CN, CA, Cy and Cn

with Reynolds number for the 12Bi, N3B2 and 116B2 configuration at angles-

"of-attack between 25 and 45 degrees (shown in Figure 23) demonstrate that

even at a constant Mach number of 0.6 the trends are not completely

consistent. Generally, increasing the Reynolds number increased the

magnitude of the side force and yawing moment coefficients and increased

normal force coefficients over the mediun Reynolds number values.

The strut data for the N3B2 configuration was also cross plotted

(Figure 24) to see if the trends noted ibove for the angles-of-attack,

40 and 45 degrees on the sting, remained the same. The side force and

yawing moment were of different values but showed the same trends. The

integrated pressure data for the N281 configuration was also plotted

(Figure 25) to see if the pressure data trends were similar. These plots

show a different shape to the curves with Jhe increases in coefficients

leveling off above a Reynolds number of 3.0 x 106.
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4. M4ACHI NUMBER EFFECTS

Testing spanned Mach numbers from 0.3 to 1.5 for most of the '.odel

configurations. Figures 26 and 27 present some of the higner angle-of-

attack aerodynamic coefficient data showing the effect of increasing Mach

nutber. Figure 26 shows the increasing normal force coefficient with

increasing Mach number for seven different configurations at an angle-of-

attack of 35 degrees. Figure 27 shows the decreasing side force and

yawing moment coefficients with increasing Mach number. These plots clearly

demonstrate that asymimetric force phenomena is essentially associated

with subsonic Mach numbers.

5. NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

Figure 28 shows sketches of all 14 nose shapes which were built for

wind tunnel testing. Figures 29 to 31 compare the N1, N12, 1N3 and H14

noses (with 81 body length) aerodynamic coefficients for Mach :iumbers

of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. The N3B1 and N481 data are integrated pressure results.

At Mach number 0.4 the normal force coeffirient for the N4B6 configuration

is noted to be somewhat lower than the others for angles-of-attack above
30 degrees. The NI1B, N2Bl and N381 CN values are very close and all

increase rapidly from 35 to 45 degrees. The side force and yawing

moment coefficients are quite small until angles-of-attack increase

above 25 degrees. The side force increases rapidly for all configurations,

but much less with the N481 than with the other three. The yawing moment

stays relatively small until 40 degrees, meaning that, although the

side forces are large, the distribution is such that they cancel out as

moments, then increase dramatically for the 11161, X281 and N3B1 con-

figurations. Again the 11461 asymmetric forces are much less tna, the

other three. At Mach number 0.6 the plots show similar trends with the

exception of the jump in normal force coefficient of the N3Bl configuration.

It is of interest to note that this occurs at the angle-of-attack where

the N3B1 configuration has large asymmetric forces, in fact, rmuch larger

than the other three configurations. The Mach number 0.8 data show

little difference in C1N and only small asymmetric forces for all

configurations.
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Figures 32 to 34 show similar results for the N282, N382, N4B2 and

114B2 configurations at Mach numbers of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. The N2B2

configuration shows much larger asymmetric forces and moments than the

lower fineness ratio nose configurations. The increased tip bluntness

on N14 compared to N4 showed a reduction in normal force coefficient but

with no additional reduction in the asymmetric forces and moments.

Figures 35 through 37 compare the two 5-caliber triconic noses N5

and N6. The nose tip bluntness on N6 is twice that of N5. Both noses

are seen to have large side force and yawing moment coefficients at the

lower Mach numbers and that no advantage was gained from the increased

bluntness.

The effect of nose tip bluntness on the aerodynamic coefficients of

the 4-caliber triconic noses for Mach numbers 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 is shown

in Figures 38 through 40. N77 is the N17 nose removed from the cylindrical

body, rotated 180 degrees, and re-attached. At the lower Mach numbers

the sharpest nose has the larger normal force and side force coefficients

at the higher angles-of-attack but the N9 nose configuration with its

increased bluntness shows no additional reduction over the N8 nose

configuration.

Similar data are shown in Figures 41 through 43 for the 3-caliber

triconic nose configurations NIO, Nll and N13. The N12 configuration nose

button was built but never tested. For this fineness ratio (3) basic

nose shape, increasing the bluntness reduced the asymmetric forces and

momants only at Mach 0.4.

The effect of fineness ratio on the triconic-type noses is shown

in Figures 44 to 46 comparing N5B2, 177B2 and NIOB2 configurations.

These are the smallest nose tip bluntness (.04 D) noses for fineness

ratio 5.0, 4.0 and 3.0 triconic configurations. At Mach 0.4 all three

noses exhibit large side force and yawing moment coefficients at the high

angles-of-attack with corresponding fluctuations in normal force

coefficients. At Mach 0.6 the two slender nose configurations exhibit

large asymmetric forces and moments. At Mach 0.8 the largest fineness
ratio (5.0) configuration still shows a relatively large side force
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.1.

b. 8 0.6

Figure 34 (Continued)
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AFRAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE ShAPE EFFECTS

6.0 M H N,IMRFR - n 7q8REIN2LDS N -'MRFR 3.99-40'

LEGEND
RUN 581 -N 2B2

4. - RUN 640-NI4B2
- RUN 127-14 3B2

a - RULNi 168-N 4B2

E-"52.0

L)

ANGL OF ATAK'NDERE

Li

lCl

C')

Z -2.0- - '' -

, ANLE F ATACKIN DEGREES

c. 14 0.8

Figure 34 (Concluded)
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AFPAAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

"12. MACH NUMBER = 0 4 REYNOLDS NUMBER = 2 x 106

LEGENO

10 o - RUN 2oe-N62G
A- RUN 

2
o2-N682

O z

Sa. N-0.

U-
W,

0 
0

-Lu

2

0 0 2. ( 0
ANL FATCKI.ERE

a. N 0.

Fiur 5.Carsnso te5-aibr rcoi Ns Sps o8a
Forc Coffiien

13



AFWAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

12. MACH NUMBER 0 6 REYNOLDS NUMBER 5 0 X IO6

I ~0 - RUN 21B-NSý2G "

10- i.N N91-N6
I- .

• z

w
0
0
w

6.

2.

gz 4

10. 20 3a 40 50.

ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGRiEES

b. H - 0.•

Fisure 35 (Continued)



AFAL.-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

1 MACH NUMBER * 0.8 REYNOLDS NUMBER 5 0 X 0O'

LEGEND
0 . RUN 220-N582G

0 R I
Wz

~4.

2.0

10 20. 30. 40. ZO

ANGEL OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

C. -0.8

Figure 35 (Conclu"ed)
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AF-AL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

ACNM RNOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

MACH NUMBER 0 4 REYNOLDS NUMBER -2.0 X IO

0
LEGEND
0 - RUN 208-N582G
A2 RUN 20L-Nie•

,I. 0

-' ~w0

0

w

w
U-) - 1.

-2.

-aO. 10 20. 30. 40. 50.

ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

•-I
a. -l 0.4

Figu-re 36. Coparisons of the S-Caliber Trlconic ftnee S•apet - Side Forcc
Ccefficlent
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AFIMAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

MACH NUMBER - 06 REYNOLDS NUMBER 5.0 X le

J LEGEND

0 * RUN 218-NSUG
A -RUN 191-N682G 0"2.

La_

U.

0

-3.0. to. 20, 30. lea $0.

ANGLE OF ATTACK( I DEGREES

b. N-0.6

Figure 36 (Co.tinued)
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-• AF'WAL-TR-80-3070!I

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

2. MACH NUMBER - 0E REYNOLDS NUMBER 5 0 X 106

LEGEND
0 - RUN 220-N582G S1. -A RUN 185-N602G

06

U.

uii oi
0

w

0 I0 20 30. 40. 50.

ANGLE GF ATTACK IN DEGREES

C. R" j-
Figure 36 (8i=uded)
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AFlUAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

MACH NUMBER - 0.4 REYNOLDS NUMBER * 2 X 10m

LEGEND
0 - RUN 208-N582G

-RUN 202-N682G 0

Lu2 2.

LU

0

01

-4

0.4

Figure 37. Comparisons of the 5-Caliber Triconic Nose Shapes - Yawing
Moment Coefficiert
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AFAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

MACH NUMBER = 0 6 REYNOLDS NUMBER 5 0 X 10
6

SLEGENDI
0 =RUN2•,-N582G

N191-NW2G

I.-
z2.

w -4

-6

w
0

0

-4

-6.
0 10 20 30. 40 50

ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

b. mz0.6

Figure 37 (Continmed)
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AFWAL.TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

s. MACH NMBMER -08 REYNOLDS NUMBER 50 X 10

S~LEGEND
L0 - RUN 220-N52GS,,% • - RUN 185 - B2

42.

SLAS

'a.

-4.

)w

-0

0

z

3t -2.

-4.

0 10 30. 40L 50.

A ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

C. N 0.8

Figu.re 37 (Concluded)
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AFWAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA,
NOSE ShqPE EFFECTS

_• 12 n--n iRhN M£ l4-j Rr'YNrl; n£, N.IISJ 1 2.0*10
•?rLEGEND N

o -RUN 499-N7B2~
A- RUN 520--N 8b2:

- RUN 549-N 9B2

I. u

SI I -I

o" I

C)C

L)

I Ii
+ I

,I

• .- -- ~ o f'OS 50•.

"','LE Cc ATITAK -N OE-GrES

..- o.4

Figure 38. Comparisons *f the 4-Caliber Triconic Nose Shape - Normal
Force Coefficient
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AFWAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

12.0- M MI NN, lmRF*R - a qqJq REYWMn S Ni• NIM 5.00-:,0
LEGEN <:: 7H .
o - RUN 503-N77B2
.- RUN 526-N 8B2 I

8.0

L)

. 6.c

CD,

.0

2.0

ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

-'

b. M 0.6

Figure 38 (Continued)
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AFWAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE ShAPE EFFECTS

2O R. H N -11 nqR RN M n NomR -3.99. 1(
LEGEND 1] - --R'UN 507-N7762 I I

| I •-RUN 535-N 882 _ ! _ _

10oZ] l--J "RUN 564-N 962 - -]

I- I

- 80 *

"f--

0.0 10.0 20. 30.0 40.0 50.0
PNGLE r 9TTP'CK IN DEGREES

S€~. I.,. - .8

Figure 38 (Coicluded)
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AF'AI -TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

2.0- MR miimpR -n 4l IPryni q wprp 2.0i-10'
S~LEGEND
:7 o - RUN 499-N77B2

Sa% - RUN 520-N 8B2

+ - RUN 549-N 982

0 +
E- +

C~)

C-) <ý ÷N 0

I , .0 I o11

. 1.0.0 20.0 30.9 40.0 50.0ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

. ,, -o0.4

Figure 39. Comparisons of the 4--ijliber Triconic Nose Shapes - Side Force
Coefficient
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AFnAL-TP -SO-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE ErFECTS

2.0 -mA h j IBE- 0 59CQ RXFl~m C, Ni I6ER- S.O~x 10~

o- RUN 503-N7782
-RUN 526-N 862 j

0., RUN 5S 4-N B 2  K

z +

2c -2.0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Ln -

0.0 10.0 20.0 30 0 40.0 b5.0
ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

b. M-0.6

Figure 39 (Continued)
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AFhAL-TR-.80-3o7a

lIX FORCE TEST QAT6
N05C ShAPE EFFECTS

2.0 y3. 9.1 D

EGE)

RU 0L7B
RUL3- B

C-)

L -

~ 20
4 ~c~7

Q1

-3.0

.0 10.0 20.0 30. 0 10.0 50.0s
ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

c. Pt 0.8

Figu-~ 39 (Concluded)
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SiAFWAL-TR-30-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE SHRPE EFFECTS

S-5 0 ~~~MqlrHN, IMRFR -_: 0-401j_ REYI•NyQL31 N!MiFR 2.!)i C.,

c- RN 499-N7762 I

- RUiS20-N 8B2
"-4.. RUN 549-N 9B2

z[

L•(2 I 0

2. G

U.

r I"

-2.C G0 -

cc3jJ~ -

0.1 .1 0. 3 30.-0 40.0 bO.0
"RNGLE OF ATTACK IN GEGREES

a. H 0.4

Figure 40. Coparisons of the 4-Caliber Triconi: Nose Shapes - Yawing
1o-ent Coefficient
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AF'Wld-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

6.0 rJ.H, NjIMAM"Ro L.Qq " 'YNn jIlNBR -. OO lO'

I LEGEND
o - RUN 503-N7782 IS• - RUN 525-N 682

'+ - RUNS54-N 982

E. ~ -r J-1 ___

, I

I--

-2 0 - 4•d

.O 20. 0 40.1 S6.r:•ANGLE OF AITTACK JN DEGREES

•- b. M,•0.6

-- •Figure 40 (Continued)
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AFWdAL-TR-80-3070IfI
MX FORCE TEST DATR

NOSE Sh.PE EFFECTS

6.0 3*99-9 •• ._T PYWn f) ,, _ "9
LEGEND
o- RUN 507-77B2 f

- RUJN 535-N 862
4.0- - RUN 564-N 9B2

0

g ~z
Cd

-2.0 ______

"(44
0 10 0 0 36.0 40.0 5o.0

ANIGLE or 19TTACK iN DEGREES

C. Pt - 0.8t

Figure 40 (Coecludea)
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'.fMA-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATHi
NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

o -RUN 422-N1IOB2 1

10.0 - RUN 617-N 13B2

---

L

2.0

-Ii

Shapea

II si'



AII.AL-TR-80-300I

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE ShAPE EFFECTS

i2.o rMA . N;IMRFR - qlnn RFYNn! ? .EIS M!MRFrR - 4.99•]O

I ' I
St -RUN 455-kJ1I1 B2 :

o.0--RUN621-Nl3B2 -:

E-)

o•, j o..,1

-------

_ a

ANGLEC or ATTACK IN OEGRES

•' ~b. MO- .6
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A~nik-TR-80.3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

12.0- mprk 1 I} 4.52-10'
0 - RU•N 433-NIOB2 <q f

.- RUN458-N I I B2

• 8.0 
4

L.°- I I _
Q-
l 6.0-I

L)

Z: 4.0 -
2.0

c. H 0.7

Figure 41 (Conciuded)
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AFIP•AL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DAFT'A
NOSE SHAPE EFFECrS

2.0 Ilrh Nom - n 4nl2 RPYING, -5c; N, 2.0b10O

0 -RUN 422-NIOM2 I
ý *- RUN 451-NIIB2j I1.o I~ -RUNo.-N13B2! I

00 2
I.•ZII,' 6.~ ,i. 7-N I 3B2

000 1 0
C.-0-

L"- 0

-- I !

2.01"

2.0 10.] 2.0 30.0 40.0 50.0
ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

a. M-0.4

Figure 42. Cosparisons of the Side Force Coefficient for 3-Caliber Nose
Shapes
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ARAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

2.0-� I-: -RH N:RFR FY 4.99K106
LEGEND 1
o - RUN 426-N IOB2
& - RUN i55-N IIB2

- RUN 621 -N3B2

z + o •
-..

(a-1.GJ

S-20 - L'
CD Pol

0.0 .0.0 .200 30. 40.0 50.0
0 NGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

b. M-0.6

Figure 42 (Continued)
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AF-dAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

2.0 mlrHB MIfMRFR ]fl _1 RFYNnf n; MflMPR.- 4.S2,,0'

LEGEND
I o - RUN 433-NIOB2

& - RUN 458-N11B2

1 1

Lii
00

I.. II

-- 1

2.0

0.0 10. 20.9 30.0 40.0 50.0

ANGLE Or .TTACK IN DEGREES

c. N-0.7

Figure 42 (Concluded)
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AFMdAL-TR-80-3D70

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

6.0-PY40 SHOE 2.01-10'

0RUIN 422-N 1052I
&RUN 451-NI 1B2

+ - RUN 6 7-N! 3B2

Ca

52.0

L ft 0
0.0 10. 20.O.0 400 0.

* NL OFATC !IERE

a:0.4

Fiur 43 Co_ -albe

,ir,3. ro~risons of the Yawing Iment coefficient for 3-aie
NoeShapes
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AFWLAL-TP-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

b - RUN 455-NIIB I B2

4.- RUN 621-N13B2 -- -

_ _ Z. I

- .0..
S +I

zI

-2.

-4.0 - ~ --- - - 0

-. 0o -1- i

0.0 :0. 23.3 30.0 40.0 50.0

ANGLE OF 9TTACK IN DEGREES

b. 0-0.6
Figure 43 (Continued)
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AFWAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA
- NOSE SHRPE EFFECTS

-• 0 ~ fh .fU .7O_•R•LOLI I IRR 5•I0

rLEGEFtND n
- RUN 433-NIO282

4 - RUN458-N I82 I

I--T

S2.0-

L)
0 I3

x• PNGLE OF AT'TRCK IN DEGREES

I_ .c. 1 -0.7

?z

• ~Figure 43 (Concluded•
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AFWAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE I T- " T DAT9
NOE ShAPE EFFECTS

r~f hLrr'_-ru n. f ...... -2-Ci-f

0-RUN 499-N7762
A-RUN422-NInB2 I -T _"L....R._[. UNa N 10-E5Bi•

I - -1Li

& S~.o ~---• i--

a- I _ _--•: 4.0 . -i - •

o~~jatI S

. #IANGLE OF" •,TTACK IN 5RE.EE5

a. 1*,0.4

Figure 44. Effeet. of F'lnenes• Ratio of 'the T,-t¢jp.1c Hose Shapes on
No~oai rorce C.oefficient., Blunt~necs. Ratio - 0.040
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AFWAL-TR-80-3070

IX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

12 .0 DI- N lm 8 E - : n _6D l Y , 0 1 &0a

LEGEND I < M7iN 7
I ! RUN 514-N7782 -

Sio . o - -- - -- --- -i R U N 4 2 6 - N 1, 8 2 k "
/-.o- _JN 218-N 5Bl

zLi 
N51

5*. LI0

, 6.0 1

E:J jI I

2: 4 0 I 
h--~I P

0 . 0 ! 0. 0 2 0 .0 3 0 .0 i 0. • 0 .:"• ANGLE 0F ATTACK IN DEGREES

4•' h. M "0.6

S~F1,~u.e 44 (Continued)
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AFW"AL-TR-80- 3070

,X FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE ShAFE EFFECTS

BEGEND -- 9 FI 391

R~UN 5O7 N7 P2
i0 ,,- l *a - RUN 439-NIO82

"•4 L 0= q- j220-N 5B2 --10

I I {i ' 2
L I 6.0

0 1

2.01

0I J
0. 0.2.0- 3t . .. 400 5.

INGLE OF ATT!.CK !N DEGREES

fi-re. 4 -o0.S



MlI i-TR-80-3070

J4

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE ShRPE EFFECTS

2.0 Mqrh '-iumFR n- 4 m R 2.Gi IOP

LEGENDH
. - RUN 499-N77B2

-1. -"RUN 422-NIOB2- RJA 2Z0-N 5B2

) z
wA

C IA

g o i i If

4° I I

-• ~ANGL".E OF ATTACI( IN DEGREES

Ig

~C)

SFixte 45. Effect of Flneness R.•tio of tie Tr|coolt .'iocc Shapec ce• Side z
Force Coefficient, Bluntness P~atio -0.040
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AFWAL-TR-80-3070 t

MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE ShAPE EFFECTS

2.0 M1 fl.!NM::F R - N . Y 5.Nn u r0:

LEGEND.
o - RUN 514-N7?B2

I.0 % - RUN 426-NIOB2SI c - R';,2 -;•,5[2%-

0 A°

Ez _ __ __.0_

OP, I c I

• Lt t

! _ _ _, 2
0-~ ~II ' I' ___

0;.0 '0.0 20C. 0 3C.0 it 0 50.0
RN4CLE QF~ .1TTF4C' IN DEGREES

b. 1E

Figure A5 (Ccntllow~)
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AFlAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DA_"A

NOSE SHPPE EFFECTS

--2.0 MiNMRR -- _7Q RFI L ny L BER 3.99-10'

S ~ LEGEND
So0 - RUN 507-N77B2

- RUN 439-NIOB2S!o=RUN 220-N 5B2

E. ,

Li

~ E - 2. 0 -• . . -

} -3.0,-- <'!

-4.0 -

0.0 10.0 2G. 0 30. 9 40.0 S0.0

ANCLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

C. P . - 0.8

Figure 45 (Concluded)
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AFWAL-TR-80-3070

XiX FORCE TEST QFTA
N09E SHAPE EFFECTS

!iqc .. • N,IMRFR n n4n,. pRYNrt n; Kit imprR 2"i1•

LEGEND -

o - RUN 499-N77B2
i 0- FUN 422-N1082I

c L N- RJN 20-1N 5B2 i

S2.0T

I{ ! 'I

C) i I i

Cs"- -"--i i]!
4:7H

i

__J t ___

:•" ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

_ I

SFigure 46. Effect of Fineness Ratio of Mh Triconic Nose Shars onYawing ent Coefficient. Bluntne . 0 .0 . 0 .0
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AqAAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

6.0 MR.h N1UFlR.-QR n FEXsl L•DSYn)1IiNER m S. 0310'

LEGENDI
0 -" RUN 514-N7762

4.0o - RUN 426-NIOB2
-RUN 2 8-N 5B2

C_) 2.0

L A

-4.0 ___ ___ ___

lc 20. G 30.01 i.
ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

b. M0.6

Figure 46 (Continued)
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AFlM.-TR-80-3070

MX FCRCE TEST DATA

RiJSE SHAP-"E EFFECTS

6.01R- M.3 7qR RFYNfa l N11MBER 3.99xi0'

LEGEND
Jo- RUN 507-IJ'4762

-RUN 439-N4GB2--
U L PUN 220-t "3-

z *r' 2.0- I I V

G A
Ll

Cd I0
r

Z -2.0--1
o I 1

-4 .0 00.0 2-.0 ,.4.0 00

ANGLE OP ATTACK IN DEGREES

C. 1. , 0.8

Figure 46 (Concluded)
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AFWAL-TR-80-3070

coefficient at angles-of-attack above 30 degrees even though there appears
to be a shift in the data.

Several of the previous figures show offsets in the side force
coefficient curves, with fairly large values at low angles of attack and no
sideslip angle. No explanation is readily available as to the reason for
this. Since the offset was not constant with Mach number and no corres-
ponding yawing moment coefficient was shown, the shift in side force

coefficient is apparently not real and should be disregarded.

Figures 47 through 49 compare the largest tip bluntness triconic nose

configurations for effecis of fineness ratio at Mach numbers 0.4, 0.6
and 0.7. These plots Indicate that with reduced fineness ratios less than

4.0 calibers the asymmetric forces and moments are greatly reduced. The
5.0 and 4.0 caliber fineness ratio nose configurations both exhibit large
side force and yawing moment coefficients of about the same magnitude.

The final plots on nose shape effects compare the ogive nose (N3)
and triconic nose (N5) configurations of comparable fineness ratio at
Mach numbers 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 (Figures 50 through 52). The ogive nose
configuration has smaller asymmetric forces and moments than the triconic

nose configuration particularly at Mach number 0.4.

The data show that the smallest length to diameter nose (N4,
l/d = 1.6333) had much lower asymmetric forces and moments than any of the
other nose shapes. As the l/d of the ogive shape nose was decreased,
there was generally a decrease in the asymmetric forces and moments. The

triconic nose configurations generally had, as large op' larger asymmetric

side forces and yawing moment coefficients as the ogive nose configuration

of the same length-to-diameter ratio.

6. BODY LENGTH EFFECTS

The Ff2 nose configuration was tine only one that was force tested with
and without the 9.8333-inch-long body insert in the 0 to 45 degrees angle-
of-attact region. Plots of the aerodynamic coefficients comparing the
M281 and .4282 configurations at Mach numbers 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 are shown

in Figu-± 53. The fi.gres show the expected resulting effects of increased
planform area. 8Bse Area of 45.36 in. 2 was kept constant.
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AFWAL-TR-80-3070

fMX FORCE TEST DATA
NOSE SH•PE EFFECTS

120 MRAH NOMRFR - a 4fl_ RFYN! .,S.AN±fBlER - 2.00xlOO

LEGEND
o - RUNS20-N 8B21 .A - RUN451-NI1B2L_, -

10. -oROiN 2O2-N6 82 <•~~II
I I __1

--. -.o9

I 0I

00

I 00

C) O

. 0.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK [N DEGREES

a. P. 0.4

Figure 47. Effect of Fineness Ratio cf the Triconic Nose Shapes on
Inormal Force Coefficient, Bluntnetss Ratio 0.08D
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Af~A M--R-80-3070

MX FORCE TEST DATAl
NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

I U-RUN 526-N 8B2

RtNlS -I I B
Rah% 191 -N 0

.0 ic. ~ 0 . 0 50.0CRl-':.E OF PITT9,-K IN GC-GRýE3

b. N =0,6
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AFWIAL-TR-80-3070

MX FORCEZ TEST QATA
N05E ShAPEC EFFFCrS

[IRP r.qf RF~Y.Uli 71 N.IMRFR' S O~I
12.0J

LEGENE
RUN 458-NI I182

ýz ~ A___N6
R0 4-,ý6

t*

L; ~ ' TRC N~GE

-- -- -- - -

£ C. H *0.'7

Figure 47 (Conc~udud)
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PFWAL-TR-80-3O70

MX FORCE TEST DATA
NOS'E' S9PE EFrECTS

L• N i 2. 0010'

I - RUN 520-N 8821 I, jl~w J A - RU;P -51-NI182 ! -

"ir 2024, 63:,

ANGL OFRTC IN I °CE

S-,.' __ __ . . - 0.4

F i

•'•" ~ ~ ~ ~L0 ~ O0 i.O .0 •.0 0. 4.0

-• AN~~~~G• OF R•TTACK NO'RE

•.a. I,. 0.4
=:Figure 48. Effctt or Fi|a-ness Ratio of the Triconic /Nos Shapes on Side

Forct Coefficiert, Bluntness Ratio -O.OD
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AFWAL-TR-8O.3070

fMX FORCE TEST DFITA
NOSE SH-RAPE EFPECTS

2 0 T,.fl RfR.- hs¶Lt REYN• 13£ N"IIyR 4. 98410'I 1ILE.GEND

o - RUN 526-N 852
1.0 -RUN455-NIIB2

oRJN191 -N 6B2

z 0.I
LJ 0 e_ --

L. I •- ,I C
2 A~

-I
ciiIj-- I

24. G 40 D
ANGLE CF ATTHCK IN DEGREES

b. M. - 0.6

Figure 48 (ContInued)
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MX FORCE TES'l" D,19TA
N0G5 SmAPE EFFECTS

2.0 -- MR'H N, -MR;79 r . YNl 015 NUMBER 5.2-10
-i-i- i

"0 - RUN 458-NI 152:•~ / - R).% 5--I-N 862

RUN 24-0-t, GE2 I
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MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

12. MACH NUMBER - 0 4 REYNOLDS NUMBER 20 X 10O

LEGEND

[ý6 RU 208 -N582G

10. RUN

z

U .

w
0

4

0
2I.

0

0.

0 10 0. 30. 40. 50.

SANE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

? aI. N. s 0.4

Figure 50. Coqarison of the X3 Ogfve rose and the NS Triconic Nose. Normal
Forc. Coefficient
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MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

MACH NUMBER 0 8 REYNOLDS NUM•BER 5 0 X 106

LEGEND
0. 0 * RUN 127 -N3B2S

n RUN 220 -N582G

3 6]

4..

-2-

0Z 4.

-. 1 a

... 0 0. 20G 30 40 l
A CATTACK IN DEGR0EES 40
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Figure So (C~oniuced)
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MX FORCE TEST DATA

,NYSE SHAPE EFFECTS

MACH NUMBER - 0 4 RlEYNOLDS NUMBER 2 0 X l0e
3!4

LEGEND
0 - RUN 139-N3B2G

2 = RUN 208-N5B2G

"U.I

0 0
u

La

-32.

-3
0. g0 20 30. 40 50.

ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

a. M-0.4

Figuar 51. Comparison of the 113 Ogive hose and the NS Trtcomc Mose. Sird
Force Coefficient
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MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

MACH NUMBER - 08 REYNOLDS NUMBER •5.0 X l0

3
LEGEND
0 - RUN 127 -N3B2G
. - RUN 220-N5B2G

w

U0
0o

10. 20 30 40 50
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c. G,- 0,

Figure 51 (Concluded)
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z
2

I,.d

to

-.

ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

Figure 52. Comparisons of the N30Ogive Nose and the M. Triconic Ms•e.
Yawing Momnt Coefficient
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MX FORCE TEST DATA

NOSE SHAPE EFFECTS

MACH NUMBER - 0 6 REYNOLDS NUMBER 5 0 XiO

"LEGEND
0. RUN 129 -N3B2G
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"z 2
w

0
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Figure 52 (Continued)
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NOSE SI1APE EFFECTS
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z 2
'a

u
0

0

-4

0 la 20 30 40 50

ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES

c . H -0 . 8

Figure 5? (Concluded)
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Figure 53. Efiect of Bodj Length on Force Coefficients
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EFFECT OF BODY LENGTH
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Figure 53 (Cotinued) •&
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Figure 53 (Concluded)
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Of particular interest is the effect of increased length on the
running loads patterns. Figure 54 shows the H4B1 and N482 normal force
and side force coefficients at each pressure station at Mach number 0.4,
and an angle of attack of 40 degrees. The patterns shown are very

similar, with the exception of the dropoff in C. at the aft end of N4B2,
caused by base effects. The next figure (Figure 55) compares the running

loads for the N3B1 and N3B2 configurations at Mach number 0.6 and an
angle-of-attack of 40 degrees. Again the patterns are similar. These

results indicate that the extended body continues the running load
pattern of the shorter body length.

Body length effects on asymmetric forces were also studied in
Reference 20, which contains test data on nose configurations without
an afterbody and with a detached afterbody, The research found that

no changes in the nose asyometric forces and moments occurred due to
the presence of an afterbody.

7. ROLL ANGLE EFFECha

During the second force-and-morent test entry, which was the last
of the five entries in 16T for this test series, roll angles were varied
from -10 to 190 degrees at several high angles-of-attack at Mach numbers

of from 0.4 to 0.7 to investigate the effect of roll angle on the
asymmetric forces. Repeatability of the continuous-roll data was

checked by recording data from -10 to 190 degrees and from 190 to -10
degrees. Good repeatability was found on several different configurations
so the remaining roll runs were made in only one direction. The model
was rolled at a rate of 2 degrees per second. Data were recorded at a
rate of 100 samples per second on magnetic tape for off-line analysis

(Reference 43). As a check on the validity of the continuous-roll
procedure, data were taken using manual roll settings with the model
held stationary. Excellent agreement was obtained as shown in
Figures 56 (a) and 57 (a). Figures 56 through 57 show the effect of roll

angle on CN and Cy for the N262 configuration at Mach numbers 0.4, 0.6
and 0.7. These plots indicated the necessity of rolling the model to
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EFFECT OF BODY LENGTH
M=.4 Rem - 2 X 109 CC -40*

0 N4RIG RUN 69 L - 71.35 in.

0 N4B2 RUN 232 L-61.51 In

0..
•' .2

.4

.

S.2

0 0 2 4 6 a 10
DIAMETERS AFT OF NOSE (XIO)

Figure 54. Effect of Body Length on the Distributed Force Coefficients
at Pach 0.4
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EFFECT OF BODY LENGTH

M.Q -. 6 Re/FT 5 X IOS 40

0 N3BI RUN 100 L - 75.19 in.
S• 0 N382 RUN 241 L - 65.-1 in.

0 .2
22

x .8
.2

.8o

x
-4

0/
0 2 a .10"•-AMATERS AFT OF ROSE WXO)

"Figure 55. Effect of Body Length on the Distributed Force Coefficients
at Hach 0.6
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determire the maximum side force. Figures 56 (a) and 57 (a) include the

manual roll settings and angle-of-attack sweep points which indicate the

repeatability of the test data.

Figures 58 through 59 snow the effect of roll angle on the N1482

configuration for Mach numbers from 0.4 to 0.7. The side force coefficient

is seen to vary between -1.0 and 1.7 at Mach number 0.4, depending on

the roll angle.

To shed some light on the effect of possible nose asymmetrics on the

asymmetric forces, the triconic nose N7 was removed from the B2 body and

reinstalled 180 degrees from its original position (and designated N77).

Theoretically if the nose asymmetrics caused the asymmetric flow pattern

the data should now be shifted 180 degrees. Figures 60 and 61 show the

results, whic;, reveal a lack of repeatability at roll angles of 0 degrees

and 180 degrees. This may have been caused by a change in the asymmetry

of nose to body alignment when the nose was reinstalled.

8. GRIT EFFECTS

A large number of the sting-mounted configurations were tested with a
boundary-layer transition strip around the nose. The transition strip

consisted of a 1/8-inch-wide ring of "grit" around the nose. The grit

consisted of No. 70 (approximately .0083-inch-diameter) glass spheres

glued on with polaroid print fixer. The chart in Figure 62 lists the

location of the grit rin, for each of the 14 ncse configurations. The

NIBI configuration was also pressure tested with two lengthwise strips of

grit located 30 degrees either side of the windward meridian for trippirg

the boundary layer when the model was at high angles-of-attack.

Plots were generated comparing grit ring on and off results of the

higher Reynolds number runs. Typical normal and axial force coefficient

results are shown in Figure 63. No regular trends were apparent ir these

data. To isolate the grit effects, if any, on the aerodynamics at higher

Reynolds numbers, the differences between C1N, CA, Cn and C , with and

without grit, for the N382 were plotted for Mach numbers of 0.3 to 0.9.
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FIRST
RING OF PORTS

L= Distance from nose to j of first ring of pressure portsLG= Axial distance from nose to leading edge of grit ringI = Axial distance from leading edge of grit ring to e of first ring ofpressure ports

-NOSE INCHES INCHES I C j

7N -cal. ogive 0 3.90 1.1N2 " .0304 3. 0 2.40 1.10N3  5-cal. ogive .0304 . 2.4 .6IN4  3-cal. ogive .0304 1.88 .50

i!N
5  5-cal. triconlc .040 4.3 2.40 2.23N6 .080 3.78 1.55 2.23
N2-34 3.5 2.41 5

N 7  4-cal. tricontc .040 2
N8 " .080 2 1.7 .50
N4 " .03g 2 . 1.88 .50
N50  3-cal. triconic .040 3.58 2.50 1.08

N6 .080 3.7 1.99 1.082N12  .120 .56 1.148 1.08

N14  3-cal. ogive .04 5 0 1.0 8
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Figures 64(a through d) show typical results. The CM plots show very

small differences, less than +3 percent, for angles-of-attack less than

30 degrees. Above 30 degrees the differences were larger but, again,

both positive and negative. The CA differences are also very small and the

values graph on both sides of zero. Since the expected effect of roughness

would be to increase axial force, the changing sign indicates the differences

are probably within the accuracy of tne balance. Side force coefficients

and yawing moment coefficients, Cy, and C nI have very small differences for

angles-of-attack less than 35 degrees. The differences become large

above 30 degrees, but this is due more to the nature of the asymmetric

flow field (i.e. large forces of opposite signs) and model dynamics than

can be contributed to grit effect.

Figure 65 shows typical pressure coefficients for the N2Bl configuration

3.5-Inch station plotted for grit ring "on" and "off." No difference

could be seen, lending strength to the conclusior that the grit ring at

the higher Reynolds number (3.0 x 1O6 per foot) had no regular effect

on the aerodynar.ics.

The NIBI configuration without grit, with a grit ring on the nose and

with both the grit ring and lengthwise grit strips (NlBl, NIBIG, NlBlGS

respectively) aerodynamic coefficients are compared in Figures 66 and 67

for Mach numbers 0.4 and 0.6 at high Reynolds numbers. The grit affects

the asymmetric force values at angles-of-attack greater than 20 degrees.

The grit strips tend to increase the normal force coefficient and yawing

moments at angles-of-attack as low as 25 degrees. The maximum yawing

moments are encountered with the grit strips for these conditions.

To determine if the addition of the grit ring plus grit strips

improved Reynolds number simulation, the .il1l and NIBIGS data for low

Reynolds number was compared with the data of N1B1 for high Reynolds

number at Mach number 0.6. Mo benefits from adding the grit could be

fo,;nd. In fact, the no-grit run matched the high Reynolds number data

better than did the configuration with grit ring and strips. This is

shown in Figure 68. The low Reynolds number data are subject to a rrch

greater uncertainty due to the low dynamic pressures and resulting forces
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SIMX

GRIT EFFECTS

RUN C-R'T
S~5 OFC X- S7A -. 3.5

' 34 ON

-•.p

2.0

_ I

Figure 65. Grit Effect on Pressure nistrlbutiec at x 3.5
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MX
GRIT EFFECTS
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-.4 0
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Figure 66. Cooparison Betbeen Grit Strips and Grit Rings Effects and
Axial Force Coefficient
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GRIT EFFECTS
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Figu-e 66 (Continued)
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GRIT EFFECTS
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/ RUN 269 - NBG 0 0
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0
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Figure 67. Coa•arison Between Grit Strips and Grit Rings Effects on Side
Force and Yawing iocnt Coefficient
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FigurJ 67 (Continued)
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Figure 68. Effect of Grit with Reynolds Humto-r Variation oa Force
¶oement Coefficients
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on a balance designed for very large loads. The large Reynolds number
effects discussed in another section indicates that the wind tunnel testing

should be done at the highest possible Reynolds number and that grit,
at least of this size and patterns, will not improve Reynolds number

simulation. Leland Corgensen (Reference 22) also conducted tests with a
ring of glass spheres about the nose. These tests also show negligible

effects of small-type grit on aerodynamics at high Reynolds numbers.

9. STRUT/STING EFFECTS

The use of a large model with resulting large aerodynamic loads
imposed large bending loads on the knuckle joint of the support system.

The strut was swept fonrard to reduce the bending loads but this
increased strut support interference, causing some compromise of the very

high angle-of-attack data.

Plotted data show sizeable offsets between strut angle-of-attack
range sectors as well as between sting-to-strut data. Figures 69 and 70

show the N3B2 force and moment data for angles-of-attack of from 0 to

180 degrees at M = 0.4 and 0.6 respectively. Obvious mismatches are

shown, particularly at 45- and 90-degree overlap points. These data
results are typical of other plotted results. The low Mach number dip in

normal force coefficient at about 70 degrees angle-of-att.ck (shown in
Figure 69(a)) occurred in both integrated pressure and force plotted data.

Figure 71 shows integrated pressure data and force data for the N3B2

configuration at Mach number 0.6 for the 5- to 80-degree angle-of-attack
range. Again some mismatch is apparent. The same types of data are shown

in Figures 72 and 73 for the N2B1 configuration at Mach numbers 0.4 and

0.6. The normal force coefficient overlap agreement is better, but the
side force coefficients are quite different. It is difficult to deter-

mine which differences are due to sting or strut and which are due to the

unpredictability of the asymmetric forces, since they are functions of
many variables, e.g., roughness, model asynmetries, Mach number, angle-

of-attack and roll angle.
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Figure 74 shows the percentage difference in normal force coefficient
at angles-of-attack of 40 and 45 degrees between the sting- and strut-

mounted N3B2 configuration. The difference is seen to decrease with
increasing Mach number.

10. ROCKET EXHAUST EFFECTS

Simulation of exhaust in these wind tunnel tests is based on using

high-pressure room temperature air with the scaling of several matching

parameters. For the MX test program the primary objective was to obtain
as high a Reynolds number as possible, which meant testing as large a

model as feasible. The model scale selected, combined with the MX rocket
characteristics, prevented full simulation of the desired parameters, i.e.

momentum flux (PeVe2Ae/P.v.ZAJ and the ratio of exit static pressure to

freestream static pressure. Calculations of the free-flight values of
these parameters were based on engine specifications and system performances

analysis data provided by SAMSO/TRW. A flight Mach number of 0.74 at

2g,600-foot altitude for the MX = 3/80 missile was used to calculate

freestream free-flight conditions. An exit Mach number of 3.0 was

selected for model scaling as compared to a full-scale exit Mach number
of 4.38. Even though the maximum weight flow, 40 #/sec, available for tests
in the PWT 16T facility and geometric scaling of the exit area was used,

neither of the desired parameters could be matched without a tremendous
increase in weight flow rates (Figure 75). Even with the mismatch

between parameters it was felt that the simulation would still give some
indications of the effects of the plume on the MX missile and was obviously

better than no simulation at all. Ddta froea the Air Slew Missile tests

with jet 'onV' and 4off" showed lar~e Jet effects at high angles-of-attack
(o - 45) but also shoW~ that Pt. values of 1/2 matching conditions gave

aboit the same lncremer.ts in forces.

It was origialljr planned that Jet-on testing for angles-of-attack

greater than 45 degrees would be conducted duritpg both pressure test

entries and a force Sata entry. Drring the early euns of the first
preessure entev, severe model dynamics were encountered at Macn number 0.6

and a Reynolds number of 5.6 x 106, result-," in -educed Peynolds r',mber
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testing for lator entries. After tne first eor,% was completed, cracks

were found in the weld joints in the leading aW tratii.g edges of the
strut high-pressure air plenum. The aet-on data for the first entry is,

therefore, questionable due to what may iiave been considerable leak.ge

of high pressure air from the strut, The strut could not be properly

repaired in time for the subsequent force testing, thus no jet-on.

force data was obtained. After the force data testing, the model str.:t

was electron-beam welded and successfully used in the second pressure
entry in testing of the N3B2 (NX 3/15C) model.

Figure 76 shows the pressure distribution about the N382 configuration

at 90-degree angles-of-attack and Mach number 0.6, startfag at the most

aft station forward to station 23.58 for jet-off, jet-on, and jet-or.

deflected 15 degrees. The positive pressure is only affected at the

most rearward station; whereas the negative pressure coefficients are

still effected at X = 23.58. The deflected jet-on added only a small

effect to the non-deflected jet-on pressure increment. The jet-on
increased the negative pressures at all of the stations shown.

Figures 77 and 78 show the integrated pressure data of N3B2 at

Mach numbers 0.6 and 0.8, respectively, for jet-off, jet-on and deflected

jet-on for angles-of-attack of from 40 to 90 degrees. For angles-of-attack

above 60 degrees the effects of the rocket exhaust plume on missile
aerodynamics become increasingly important. The impact of what was shown

in the pressure coefficient plots is reflected in the integrated forces,

i.e., increasingly negative pressure coefficients as proximity to nozzle
increases, gives a normal force coefficient increment (ACN) which increases

and a pitching moment coefficient increment (ACM) increasingly negative as

angle-of-attack increased. The deflected nozzle integrated data show only

a small additional increment in " and Cm. Note that the pressure data
was integrated using the nose (X = 0) station as the moment reference

- I center.

Figu -e 79 shows the integrated pressure normal force coefficient

for the N281 configuration from the first pressure entry. The increments
are about the same as N382 with Jet-on, which Indicates that the strut

leaks were either small or had little influence on the pressure measurements.
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Reynolds number effect on jet-on integrated coefficients werp
similar to Jet-off at lower angles-of-attack; but In the 130- to
181-degree angle-of-attack range, the Increments in coefficients for the
jet-on w•ere m4ch less than for jet-off, indicating that the piume is one

of tha dominating factors for very high angles-of-attack ae,-odynamlcs.
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SECTION V

EXPERIMENTAL FLOW FIELD RESULTS

To gain additional insight into the data characteristics from SECTION

IV. attention was focused on the 1U28i configuration previously described.

For this configuration the experimental test results from References 43

through 45 were supplemented with experimental wake flow data obtained

in the 16T wind tunnel at AEOC. The data are representative of 1tight

conditions where the maximum out-of-plane (side) forces were observed to

occur.

In the following paragraphs the crossflow velocity data will be shown

for all of the test conditions. A limited analysis of the data will be

made for the Mach 0.4 data at alpha 40 and 45 degrees. No analysis was

made for the Mach 0.6 data however because cf its unsteady natire. In

a later section a a-re detailed analysis is made using presently aval -

able analytical procedures. In the mare detailed analysis, however, only

-. the Mach 0.4 data at 45 degrees alpha were used because it is representa-

tive of maximum side force conditions. Experimental results from other

references were used to aid the analysis.

S1. CROSS FLOW VELOCITY

fhe velocity field in the body axis system may -be written

U cos a + u

-v

W U. sin a +w (4)

where U. is the freestream velocity and u. v and w are tne induced or

"perturbatioa" velocity components. In the present test, the 9-cone

p"obe rake was positioned parallel to the tunnel centerline and the

missile was pitched to angle-of-attack. Thus the rake measured the

perturbation components. Figures 80 through 82 show the crossflow
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"perturbation" velocity component measurements in the crossflow plane

and have been nondimensionalized by the freestream velocity, i.e.

U W1
V -- j +- k (5)

Note also, that the Z/D = 0.5 location for the velocity plots correspinds

to the top of the model surface. For tlh Mach 0.4 data at 45-degree

angle-of-attack (Figure 80) the only discernible vortex . nter is the

one at X/D = 7.4 appearing on the left (looking upstream from the rear

of the mcdel) at about 1.5 diameters above the model centerline. The

absence of distinct vortex centers near the model nose (X/D = 3.78) is

probably a result of not obtaining data close to the model surface (due

to time limitations for the test). This conclusion is also supported for

example in References 15, 46, and 47 which indicate that near the nose

body juncture the vortices lie very close to the model surface. The lack

of distinct vortex cores in the remaining data at Mach 0.4 and 45-degree

angle-of-attack indicates the presence of a shear layer, which results

in diffused velocity distributions with no clearly defined vortex centors

evident.

As previously mentioned, the selected roll angle at 40-degree angle-

of-a.ttack at Mach 0.4 and 0.6 did not result in maximum side force loads.

It is instructive, however, to observe the data at these conditions. The

velocity vectors at X/D = 7.4 indicate the presence of nearly two syrmetri-

cal vortex cores. At Mach 0.4 and 40-degree angle-of-attack, the vortex

center on the left at station X/O = 7.4 lies approximately 1.1 diameters

above the model centerline, and the vortex center on the right is at 0.8

diamet.-rs above the mcdel centerline. At Mach 0.6, two symmetrical vor-

tices appear at approximately 1.1 diameters above the model centerline.

The absence of data in the center regions of flow Hield (i.e. in the

neighborhood of the X/D - 0 axis) is the result of the total flow angu-

larity exceeding the probe calibration lim'ts. This unfortunate loss of
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data precludes the determination of the vortex strengths frome this set

of data. Estimates of the vortex shedding locations may be deduced as

described in the following paragraphs.

2. SEPARATION LOCATIONS

The data from the present test only provided visible vortex cores

at one axial location, X/D - 7.4. To estimate the position where the

vortices leave the body (i.e. the separation locations), it becomes

necessary to rely or the results of previous experiments as well as

engineering Judgement. Nearly all experiments where data were obtained

very close to the model surface (refer for example to References 15. 46

and 47) indicated that the first vortex shad was nLvi' the nose tip.

Furthermore, Reference 15 indicates that the asymmetric vortices shed

at parallel lines and that the vertical distance between vortices of

unlike sign correlate as:

tan• 0.5
z/d -. - -. -(.

tanm S

where ¢ = Angle between the vortex lines and the body axis, and S -

Strouhal number.

References 15, 46 and 47 show that the Strouhal number is a function

of crossflow Mach number and, for the present test condition. is approxi-
mately 0.2. If it is assumed that the vortex center farthest from the

missile centerline at station X/D - 7.4 (the one on th2 left for the

present set of data) is the one shed from the nose tip, then Equation

6 yields the apparent location of successive vortex centers. This can-

not be verified from the present set of flowfield data because of the

diffused nature of the crossflow velocities downstream of X/D = 7.4.

Referring to Figure 83, the circle symbol denoted the measured vortex

at station X/D - 7.4 that was clearly visible in the experiment and was

assumed to be the one shed roum the nose tip. An additional simplifi-

cation was to assume that vortex centers can be extrapolated back to the
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body in a straight-line fashion to locate the apparent separation

locations. Thus the deduced location of the vortex on the right wa s

obtained from Equation 6. and the apparent separation location was

deduced by extrapolatlng back to Zhe body along a vortex line parallel

to the one originating at the nose tip and connected with the measured

vortex core evideot in the experiment.

3. SIDE FORCE COEFFICIEVf DISTRIBUTION

The local side force coefficient distrihution along the wissile

axis was Abtained oy integrating the missile sirface pressure 4ata. The

iesults are P-esented in Figure 84. It is of interest to compare the

estimated vortex separation !ozations as determined from the previous

section with the local side force coefficient distribution. Note that

the sinusoidal peaks in the sIde Fcre coefficients occur in the vicin-

ity of the estimated vortex separatio- location. Due to the uncertainty

in determining the vortex separation location, no direct correlation

with maximum local side force czn be firmly established. However, in

Section VI of this report a more detailcd analysis gave the same result;

i.e., the maximumi local side force coefficients correspond to the

separation location of the shed vortices from the model surface.

4. UNSTEADY WAKE-PRESSURE DATA

A second phase of the test program was to weasure the unsteady

pressure data in the missile wake near the model surface. This was

accomplished with a 9-probe rake of identical dimensions as the one

used for the static pressure wake data. EAch probe on the rake was

instrumented with Kulite transducers. The rake was positioned approxi-

mately 0.5 diameters above the cissile surface and wAs traversed

parallel to the model centerline in the axial directIon The most

forward position was limited by the test hardware for a given angle-

of-attack, bit data were generally obtained at axial locations in the
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neighborhood of the peak side forces. The pressure coefficient based

on RMS pressure of each probe Is defined as: i

CpfeS = PTR S

(7)

where PTV4 = MS total pressure of the untayKulite probe datai

F.-Tunnel static pressure

,Tunnel static dynamic pressure

The results near the missile centerline is presented in Figure 85.

No correlation with the deduced separation from the previous section

could be estab!Ished. At alpha 45 degrees a minimum occurs in CpRMS

at the estimated vortex separation location (XID = 4.8). However,

at alpha 40 degrees a maximum occurs In CPRS at O'e estimated vortex

separation location (X/D 6.9).
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SECTION VI

ANALYSIS OF THE WAKE FLOW FIELD AND MISSILE
AERODYNAMICS USING DISCRETE VORTEX THEORY

This section presents additional analysis of the experimental flow

field data from Section V, in conjunctLre with the model surface pressure

data from Reference 44. Certain aspects of a currently existing discrete

vortex theoretical model developed by Wardlaw (Reference 48) was utilized.

The analysis method was extended to include the determination of the

detailed model surface pressures. Vortex strengths from previous experi-

mental studies were used in the theoretical model, and the vortex paths

were determined empirically to result in reasonable comparisons with

detailed model surfdce pressure data and flow field data.

Earlier examinations (Reference 49) using the an;tlysis of Reference

48 showed that the calculated vortex paths did not provide good compari-

sons with the local normal and side force coefficients distributed along

the missile axis. To improve on the results from Reference 49, the

present investigation used the shed vortex strengths as a function of

crossflow Mach number (which varies with angle-of-attack) as reported

in Reference 15. The vortex paths were deduced from the measured wake

data at Mach 0.4 and 45-deoree anq--*-of-attack (as discussed in Section

V.2 (see Figure 83)). At other Mach numbers and angles-of-attack, the

vortex paths were determlned in an iterative procedure by comparing t0e

experimental pressure data with the calculated values. The vortex paths

that resulted in reasonable comparisons with the experimental pressure

data were selected as the representative paths in the analytical study.

The calculations used; concentrated vortex theory to P-odel the wake.

Details of the theoretical model and comparisons with tne wake flow

measurements and model surface pressure distributions are described

in the following sections.

1. THEORETICAL MODEL

The three-dimensional vortex wake which develops due to separated

flow over a missile at high angles-of-attack is the result of a complex
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interaction between the inviscid vortex flow in the wake and the boundary

layer on the lee sloe of the m;sile surface. At very low Reynolds num-

bers the flow Is characterized by a nearly pure Von Kamran idealization

with nearly constant periodic shedding of constant strength vortices in

a laminar wake. The basic parameter for describing the period of the

vortex shedding is Strouhal number S, which is defined as:

S = nd/U (8)

where n is the frequency of Jhedding of vortices of like sign, d is the

diameter of the cylinder and U is the non~ial compoý,ent of free stream

Svelocity (Reference 15). As the crossflow Reynolds number increasES

beyond the critical range of 105 < R < 3.5 x 106, the wake narrowsed

and beomes turbulent while the flow ahead of separation on the missile

su,'face is stiOi laminar. Further increases In Reynolds number beyond

3.5 x !36 results in transition to turbulent flow on the front face of

the missile cross section and generally an unsteady wake. A rigorous

procedure to describe the flow field above the critical Reynolds number

has rot been developed. It was decided, therefore, to rely on a pre-

dictive technlqte which had been developed using Karman vortex street

theory with the sweepback principle employed as used by Wardlaw (Refer-

ence 48). In this method, the crossflow fi=:d is swept down the length

of the body at the rate UU cos a.

At each axial station the flow field is taken to be analogous to

flow about a circular cylinder whose velocity is k sin a, and whose

radius is equal to thJ body radius at that axial location. The wake

is modeled by ccncentrated vortices trailing from the body. The necessary

parameters to calculate the flow field velocities, and thus the pressures

on the missile surface, are the concentrated vortex strengths and their

locations in the wake. Figure 86 shows a schematic illustrating the flow

field model. A typical side force distritution resulting from the

experiments is also illustrated. The calculated pressure distributions

in the present study relied on the measured and deduced vortex strengths

and positions as a function of both Mach number and angle-of-attack.
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In this sense the analysis is not rigorous and depends entirely on
intuitive interpretation of the scatter and at times lacks empirical

evidence.

a. velocity Relationships

The coordinate system far the folhowing analysis is defined
in Figures 86 and 87. The analysis relies on the complex velocity

potential developed by Wardlaii (Reference 48) for concentrated vortices

which Is:

Sin __ . drn (9)
2irijj=~ ~ r~fl~ tamcidx j

-j

where U U sinf and = y + iz

The real part of the complex velocity potential is:

REAILII- U z0+ r2 ) + z r3  tap- (I)- tan- (_ )
k z 21U iy-yj y-r 2/r.y )

+ r dr XP /y-+-Z'
tanm, dx (10)

The velocity components u, v and -w are obtained through the

partial differentiation of the real part of the complex potential with

respect to x, y and z.

Letting' f z-z

-j , Y-yj

S- z-R'7, R r
r;

gj y-R~yj
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u/U 2zrr' ý 1a- K

J.gi -9j

-91zj+ljyj ji I R~y'+2y r/r'(r!R r)] -ýq [ R 2Z +2z~r/r2(r R r')]}
9'+f2 q.7j

-+ 2.niy'+-z' [(r; 2+rr"](1

where the prime notation denotes differenation with respect to x.

The differenatlon of the aL-ve terms with respect to x is obtained

in the following manner:

From rj ___

=r y~ dL + z d

dx 
F

dyj d dt v dt

dx dt dx dx (12)

From trossflott theory t =x *dt I
U-cosa dx Uo-cosa

-y via tanci tanci
d-C.c U~sinci u

2Siril-Irly at

r yj - taio.+ z -a tarni
Thus IJ ~U

dx r 1 (13)
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In a like manner,

v/U --2yzr2  + 1 E r " + 1+ -rE . (14)
(y +z•) 2  u W L +f2 7+f. tani 9+z2

and,

w/U1 + r(y 2-z2 )+ i Z r [ - j rz__ (15)i ~-2-al y2+z

(yz)
2 
) Z 2U 3+ •+fj tam +2

"The preceding velocity terms are inviscid; thus the velocities

in the above formulation become excessive In magnitude for points

near the vortex center. This problem is corrected as shown in Refer-

ence 50 by assuming a vortex having a 'solid' core. For values of

r less than rcore the vortex velocity terms in Eqs. 11, 14 and 15

(i.e., the terms within the summation sign) are multiplied, as in

Reference 50, by a correction term

-2I r2

-_I-e core)

where rv .' z-zj'Y + (y-yj)r (16)

Furthermore the correction term can be expanded in a power series

to yield

(i tlerv/ 2core) -r,/ior

•' = (, zj) +: (y-y2. f• +,
r
2 r7 r1/)
core cOr.
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Application of the above correction for r less than rcore removes the

singularity from Eqs. 11, 14 and 15 when r = rj. For the present appli-

cation rcore was selected to be 0.5a where a is the cylinder radius.

The selection of this value for rcore is strictly arbitrary and for the

present calculations ensured that the pertubation velocity components

did not exceed the magnitude of the freestream ve. city.

b. Vortex Strengths and Calculated Vortex Paths

The vortex strengths are a function of crossflow Mach number

which varies with angle-of-attack (Reference 15, Figure 21). For the

present theoretical model this relationship is shown in Figure 88. From

"the experimental wake data that are representative of maximum local side

forces, the vortex paths in the wake and the separation location were

determined from data described previously (Section V.2 and Figure 83)

for Mach 0.4 and 45-degree angle-of-attack. For the Mach numbers and

angles-of-attack for which no experimental wake data were available or

was not representative of maximum side force conditions (as discussed

in Section III.3.b). the apparent vortex locations were determined by an

iterative procedure where reasonable comparisons between the measured

and calculated local pressure coefficients on the body were used as a

basis for selecting the paths. The results of this study are shown in

Figure 89 for angles-of-attack between 25 and 45 degrees and Mach num-

bers between 0.4 and 0.8. For the Macn 0.4 and 0.6 cases, the first

pair of vortices were of equai strength and opposite sign as obtained

from Figure 88 for the appropriate crossflow Mach number., In the

calculations it became necessary to reduce the trailing vortex strength

near the base by approximately 23 percent to give reasonable agrt.sent

between the theoretical and experimental pressure coefficients. This

obvious breakdown in the mathemttica' model In the neighborhood at the

base may be due to the Influen~ce of the base prtssu.-e.

At toch 0.8. the sinulition reqaired' aa e.ttireiy dtf.3rent

distributirn. At this i•ach number thŽ local force dlstif ibtivs 4r.e
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characterized by a high normal force coefficient distribution, requiring
somewhat strong vortex strengths (as also evidenced by Figure 88). As
will be shown later. however, the asymmetrical side force coefficient

distribution Is sull in magnitude. This suggests that the vortices are
shed in vortex patrs, only slightly displaced, and each pair nedrly equal
in vortex strength. The results of the iterative procedure that compared

favorably with both the normal force and side force coefficient distribu-
tions are shown in Figure 89(c). The first two vortices shed are not of
equal strength (compared for example, with the Mach 0.4 and 0.6 simula-
tions). However, the first two vortices form a nearly symmetric pair,
one lying only slightly below the other. The second pair of symmetrical
vortices that follow are reduced in average strength by approximately

23 percent (as was the case with the Mach 0.4 and 0.6 calculations).
They were followed by a third set of symmetrical vortices reduced in

strength by 42 percent from the second pair. These reductions in vortex

strength gave no experimental verification from the flowfield data of
the present study but were necessary in the theoretical model to produce
reasonable calculated pressure distribution! near the model base. In the
crossflow plane, the vortex paths as deduced from the available wake data

are shown in Figure 90.

2. THEORY/DATA COMPARISONS

The comparisons in this section are a result of the simulated vortex

paths and strengths developed ir the previous section as a function of

Mach number and angles-of-attcY,, The results are for the N2B1 configura-
tion.

a. Crossflow Velocity

The crossflow velocity calculations resulting from Equations
14 and 15 with vortex strengths and positions extracted from Figures 88
through 90 are compared to the experimental w.ke data in Figure 91. One

general observation is that while the theory predicts a clearly distinct
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vortex centers, the data indicate that the experimental velocity distri-
butions are diffused, with no clearly defined vortex centers evident.

One exception was the vortex on the left for the experimental data shown
in Figure 80(b). In this case a vortex center is clearly evident at 1.5
diameters above the model surface.

b. Pressure Coefficient Distribution

After the velocities have been calculated from Equations 11, 14

and 15, the pressure coefficient can be obtained by employing the full

Bernoulli equation:
_Y_.

Cp ] (18)1 e(U 2+ 2+W

The results of these calculations, along with available data comparisons,

are presented in Figure 92. In general, the theory and data compare
quite favorably for Mach 0.4 and 0.6, but not at Mach 0.8. The theory

consistently experienced overshoots and undershoots around the model
periphery in the vicinity of the vortex cores lying near the body sur-

face. This suggests that the theoretical vortex distributions, as shown
in Figure 89(c), for Mach 0.8, are lacking in authenticity and require
further development.

c. Normal Force and Side Force; Coefficient Distributions

The local normal force and side force coefficient along the

lcngitudinal axis was obtained by integrating the pressure coefficient,
Eq. 18, around the model periphery as shown below.

dCN 1 27 Cp(0) cosý rdo (19)

d(x/d) 7a2  o0
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ICY -Cp(O) sino rdN (20)
d(x/d) ma

where the periphery angle, 0, is defined in Figure 87.

The results of the above calculations are presented in Figure

93. While the characteristic behavior of the data is predicted, the

theory in general undt-predicted the local normal force coefficient on
the cylindriral portion of the model at Mach 0.4 and 0.6. The reverse

was true for Mach 0.8, where the theoretical results overpredicted the

local normal force coefficient on the cylindrical part of the model.

Note that at Mach 0.8, the large local normal force coefficient distri-

bution is fairly well estimated for the ogive nose. However, the pre-

dictions of Cp, as noted in Figure 92(c) did not follow the data trends

sufficiently well. The good agreement between the local loads in Figure

93(c) are thus a result of the averaging that occurs in the integration

process and does not reflect a true modeling of the flow phenomena, as

indicated by the local pressure distribution in Figure 92(c).
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SECTION VII

DEVELOPMENT OF AN EMPIRICAL - CORRELATION
TECHNIQUE USING PRESSURE DATA

The large amount of pressure data which was generated in the MX

program allowed the aerodynamic characteristics to be studied in detail.

One unexpected observation was the general lack of repeatability in the

out-of-plane forces. This feature of the test data introduced severe

difficulties in trying to use existing analytic correlations. A semi-

empirical analysis was developed using the test data. The method does not

describe a particular value of the side force or yawing moment coefficient

that would be developed at a given angle of attack and freestream

condition; rather, the analysis describes the upper and iower bounds of

regions within which the induced forces are contained.

The characteristic shape of the local side load coefficient per unit

length is better illustrated if the values are normalized with respect to

the maximum C of the particular data set. The maximum Is denoted by C
yy

The period of the function is easily identified and compared with other

runs at different angles-of-attack and with different maximum values.

Figure 94 is a typical example of the normalized plots.

1. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

The pressure coefficient distribution for a repeat run of the sage

conditions is shown in Figure 95. Both are the N2BI configuration at

the same Mach number, Reynolds number and angle-of-attack; yet the

degree of asymmetry and the magnitude of the side force is markedly

different. This was observed frequently, and the implications on the

development of a correlation of the data will be considered. The

magnitude of the side force loading was calculated at each station by

Integrating the surface pressure around the cross section.
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This local side force loading usually varied along the length of

the missile in a regular pattern. Figure 96 shows the side force loading

for a typical test condition. The ordinate of these graphs is evaluated

by an integration of the surface pressures using the trapezoidal rule. The

nondimensionalizing factors were selected so that

LID
Cy ý= 'o Cy d (X/D) (21)

The local side load coefficient per unit length, Cy, is much the same as

a section lift coefficient. The area under the curve, when presented as
shown in Figure 96, is the value of the total side force coefficient for
the missile at that particular condition. A characteristic of the data

is the resemblance to a sinusoidal variation along the length of the
missile. The measured side loads were therefore described in terms of
the period and the amplitude of the side load function.

Throughout the test program the data followed general trends, but

enough variance was always present to prevent absolute statements from

being made. The origin of these variations is very difficult to identify,

although the body of research on the subject strongly suggests the most
probable cause is the influence of small disturbances in the freestream

flow and nose surface irregularities on the growth and subsequent

separation of the boundary layer.

2. CORRELATION DEVELOPMENT

The correlation of the period and amplitude of the load function was

related to a flow model for vortex separation from a missile at angle-of-

attack. The flow model is depicted in Figure 86. The figure illustrates

a concept for relating the experimental data with the assumed vortex

functions. The vortices, which are generated by the boundary layer,

separate from the missile in alternating positions. The flow model assumes

the vortex pattern is fixed in time and space for the wind tunnel case,

following the model described in Reference 15.
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The vortices begin as an attached asymmetric pair of equal strength

and opposite sign on the forward part of the missile. Some disturbance in

the freestream or on the forward surface of the missile creates an

asymmetry in the boundary layer growth and vortex strength. The ultimate

result is separation of one vortex before the other. At this point the

local side load begins to diverge from zero.

There exists some maximum value of attached vortex strength, beyond

which the vortex cannot remain attached to the model. The separation point

of the second vortex corresponds to that value; it is the separation point

of the vortex which has remained attached the longest. The first maxim=m

of the side load appears at that station. Succeeding separation locations

occur at equally spaced intervals. At each of these separations a maximum

in the local side load also occurs. It was also observed that the side load

tends toward zero at the base of the model.

The data correlation uses the Strouhal number as a nondimensional

parameter for describing the period of the side load maxima. The flow model

assumes the period of the side load is also the period of vortex separation

along the same side of the missile. The Strouhal number was originally

developed for application to vortex separation from cylinders normal to

the flow.

S- n (22)
U

By relating the shedding frequency, n, to the vortex location in space.

and by using the velocity component in the crossflow planee, the Strouhal

number can be described as

g tan a (23)

where g is the distance between the vortex separation locations along the

length of the missile, as shown in Figure 86.
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The separated and attached vortices induce a circulation about the

missile. The induced circulation about the missile can be thought of as

being represented by a single equivalent vortex, ro. The local side force

is depicted as the result of the equivalent vortex centered at the center

of the missile cross section. Analytical efforts directed at evaluating

this circulation about the missile through calculations involving the

strength and location of the vortices in the wake were discussed in the

previous sections. Accurate results proved particularly difficult using

this approach. The experimental data from the MX program were used to

develop an alternative semi-empirical prediction method.

A lift force in the Y direction is generated by the circulation about

the missile and the Z velocity component, normal to the missile centerline.

Side force per unit length = Fy = p (V- sin a) ro (24)

The force may be converted to a force coefficient and the length

dimension expressed as X/D, whereupon the expression for local side force

coefficient per unit length becomes

Cy o r sin
2 

a (25)
S(V- sin a) D

The side load coefficient varies along the length of the missile, and

in this expression is therefore a function of X/D. The maximum side

load, C corresponding to the amplitude of the trigonmmetric function,
y

is assumed to be an empirical function multiplied by the sine squared of

the angie-of-attack. The rigor of this description is of the same order

as the use of a crossflow drag coefficient to estimate the normal force

coefficient, such as the method of Reference 2. Using the same terminology,

the factor in brackets will be called tte crossflow lift coefficient, c,

The period and amplitude of the side load function are described by c

the Strouhal number and the maximum crossflow lift coefficient.

The test data from four nose configurations, II, N2, N3 and N4, were

used to evaluate these correlation parameters. The maximum number of test

points was obtained for the ogive nose with a radius of 7 body diameters,
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N2B1, at a treestream Mach number of 0.6. This nose shape and test

condition will be used to Illustrate the correlation of experimental

results. For each angle-of-attack and Mach numuer - Reynolds number

combination a value of the Strouhal number and maximum crossflow lift

coefficient was determined.

The maximum crossflow lift coefficient is shown in Figure 97 as a

function of the angle-of-attack. A line was defined which represented

the maximum values observed in the tests. The maximum was approximately

2.5 for the N2 nose at Mach 0.6. At all angles-of-attack the average

values are approximately equal to 0.5.

The Strouhal number was graphed as a function of the maximum

crossflow lift coefficient. At low values of the crossflow lift

coefficient the Strouhal number did not have a definite value. At large

values of the crossflow lift coefficient the Strouhal number was very

close to 0.25. In the crossflow analogy the Strouhal number would be 0.22

if the flow about a cylinder were fully duplicated. The work of Thomson

and Morrison, Reference 15, showed a Strouhal number of approximately 0.20

for freestream Mach numbers less than 0.6.

The significance of the correlation shown in these data is that the

period of the induced side load is well defined when the crossflow lift

coefficient is large. At smaller values of the maximum crossflow lift

coefficient the data does not show a clearly defined period, although the

range of value is bounded.

The direction of the side force load, to tne right or left of the

missile, was considered to be completely random. The correlation method

does not take it into account.

3. PREDICTION METHOD

The characteristics of the aerodynamic side force coefficients, which

are the period and amplitude of the function, have been correlated using

the results from a large experimental program. These correlations can be

used as the basis for a semi-empirical prediction method which defines the

envelopes of the side force and yawing moment coefficients on a missile
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at angle-of-attack. The prediction method assumes the crossflow lift

coefficient is developed along the length of the missile in a regular

fashion. There exists some length from the nese, where the vortices are

attached and develop initially as a symmetrical pair. An induced force

does not develop along that part of the missile length. The side force

begins to be impressed when the vortices develop an asywmetry. The cross-

flow lift coefficient grows to a maximum in a sine wave pattern, which is

repeated along the length of the missile until a station-one diameter

from the base of the missile is reached. From that station to the base

the crossflow lift coefficient is depicted as a linear decrease to zero

at the base.

Having established the loading pattern in the side force direction,

it is an elementary procedure to integrate the loading to obtain the

side force coefficient and the yawing moment coefficient. In this section

the yawing moment is always shown about the nose of the missile. The

direction sense of the force and moment coefficient, right or left, is

not treated and is shown as absolute magnitude only.

When the average, or most probable, value of the side force and

yawing moment coefficient is to be determined, the Strouhal number may

have any value in the range of 0.15 and 0.45, while the crossflow lift is

taken as 0.5. Since the period of the sine wave loading pattern is not

_i fixed in this case, the locus of maxima produce a simple bound which

defines the most probable values of the side force and yawing wvment

coefficient.

The maximum value of the side force and yawing moment coefficient is

determined by a value of the crossflow lift coefficient which is different

from that used in the average calculations. A unique value of the

Strouhal number is used. For the example case it was fixed at .20.

Figure 98 is a graph of the predicted envelope of the side force

coefficient and yawing moment coefficient for a missile 10 diameters long

at angle-of-attack from 20 to 45 degrees. Data from the force and moment

tests of the N2B1 configuration at Mach 0.6 are also shown to evaluate the

appropriateness of the prediction scheme. The force and moment data were
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* obtained in a separate test from the pressure experiments and constitute

an independent set of data. The force and moment data are within the

bounds described by the correlation method.

4. FREESTREAM AND CONFIGURATION EFFECTS

The crossflow drag coefficient is often depicted as a function of the

crossflow Reynolds number. The maximun crossflow lift coefficient was

plotted versus the crossflow Reynolds number, as shown in Figure 99.

The graph illustrates the range of crossflow lift coefficient experienced

in these tests. The lack of correlation may be only a reflection of the

scarcity of data. A general observation seems to be that the largest

values of the crossflow lift coefficient occur at the highest values of

the crossflow Reynolds number,

Mach number and nose effects are shown in Figure 100. In the range

of 0.4 to 0.6 the Mach nLmber effects are small. lhe values of the

crossflow lift coefficient indicates that the maximun side force at

Mach numbers greater than 0.7 is no longer different from the most

probable level of the side force.

Among the nose shades tested, there were three configurations,

which comprise a regular variation in nose length. The longest

nose shape, with a profile radius equal to 7 nose diameters, was used

for the developments of the previous sections. A nose profile radius

of 3 and 5 body diameters was also tested. The three nose shapes all

had the same bluntness. There were not as many runs in the test sequence

for these shapes. Conclusions are therefore limited to the possibility

that more data may produce a greater upper bound on the maximum cross-

flow lift coefficient. In this body of data it appears tha
t 

a shorter

nose produces both a lower maximum value of the crossflow lift coefficient

and a lower value of the corresponding Strouhai number.

A nose with a sharp tip was also fabricated for the 7-body-diameter

tangent ogive nose. The sharp nose configuration, N1, produced data which

are very similar to the more blunt nose with the same profile. A graph of

the correlation parameters which resulted from the tests of the sharp nose

is also shown in Figure 100.
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SECTION VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECO44ENDATIONS

This study has provided considerable insight into the aerodynamic

forces developed on a missile at large angles-of-attack in subsonic flow.

The conclusions reached herein fall into two categories: the observations

of our experimental investigation and the results of attempts to predict

the phenomena associated with asyrmmetric vortex shedding.

1. PRESSURE AND FORCE IESTS

1) The pressure data provided an excellent insight into the

development of asymmetric forces. The pressure patterns can be related

to the vortex separation location. The pressures could be integrated to

produce force coefficients which match the force balance measurements.

2) The subsonic tests of the MX model at length Reynolds nubeer of

over 30 million represert some of the highest Reynolds number tests at

high angles-of-attack. Within the range of the tests, there was little

effect of Reynolds number at angles-of-attack below 35 degrees. At

higher angles-of-attack the trends are not completely consistent. In

general though, increasing Reynolds number increased the magnitude of

side force and yawing moment coefficients and increased the normal force

coefficient.

3) The large side force and yawing moment coefficients are

essentially associated with subsonic Mach numbers. As Mach number

increases above 0.8 these forces greatly decrease. The general trend

of the axial and normal force coefficient show no special change at

Mach 1.0; *he increase in value is smooth from subsonic to supersonic

speeds.

4) lhirteen different nose configurations were tested at various

conditions. The 3-caliber ogive nose had the lowest values of induced

side force and yawing moment coefficients. The fineness ratio strongly

influences the magnitude of the out of plane forces. The triconic nose of

comparable fineness ratio to the ogive nose has as large or larger

asymmetric forces.
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5) Body length effects were not subsequently determined in this

test series. The limited data from this study and previously reported
data indicate that length alone does not change the aerodynamic flow

field.

6) Grit ring effects were small and inconclusive at the high
Reynolds numbers. The grit ring/strio ccmbination effects on the

asynmetric forces were pronounced but not with the same trends as

increasing Reynolds number.

7) The model mounting system affects the aerodynamic data. The

sting-mounted data is considered to be the most reliable. A strut mount
was required to achieve angles-of-attack above 45 degrees, but there was
an offset in the data when strut and sting measurements were compared

at the same angles-of-attack. A data offset was also rioted when the
preset angle of the strut was changed.

8) Rocket exhaust effects were significant at angles-of-attack
greater than 60 degrees. The rocket exhaust jet produced a decrease in
pressure on the leeside of the missile, which in turn was reflected in an

increased normal force coefficient and more negative pitching moment
coefficients. Exhaust jet deflections of +15 degrees produced only a small

change from the 0* deflection case.

9) The asymmetric forces and moments show a strong dependence on

missile roll angle. To assure measurement of the maximqn values, the
model being tested should be rolled at small intervals to 180 degrees.

The continuous-roll technique used in these experiments provides reliable

data in a cost effective manner.

2. FLOW FIELD TEST

The key conclusions from the present flow field data are summarized

as follows:

1) The only visible vortex centers were at station XID - 7.4 and

were very close to the model (maximum vertical location observed was

approximately 1.5 diameters from the model centerline at this station).
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2) The shed vortices aft of station X/D - 7.4 were very diffused in
nature, but vortex centers could not be clearly identified.

3) by use of the observed vortex centers at station X/D = 7.4, the

apparent vortex separation locations from the model surface were deduced
with aid of test results by previous investigations (Reference 15).

4) The estimated vortex separation locations thus determined

correlated with the sinusoidal peaks in the side force coefficients
obtained from integrating the model surface pressure data from the

present test.

3. FLOW FIELD ANALYSIS

The following conclusions have been drawn from the present study:

1) In the analysis it was assumed that the vorticity field could

be represented by discrete vortices trailing from the body. This
assumption is not entirely valid since the experimental data shows
diffused vorticity in the wake.

2) For the one condition at Mach 0.4 and 45-degree angle-of-attack

where experimental data at observed maximum side force conditions were
available to deduce the vortex paths, the calculated pressure distributions,

and thus the integrated results for local normal force and side force
coefficients, compared reasonably well with the experimental data.

3) For the remaining Mach numbers and angles-of-attack in this
study the apparent vortex Iccations were determined by an iterative

procedure where reasonable agreement between the measured and calculated
local pressure coefficients on the body were used as a basis for selecting

the trailing vortex paths. These results require verification with

experimental data.

4) As Mach number increases beyond subsonic values, the local side

force values decrease. An attempt to model this result was made at Hach
0.8 by allowing the vortices to trail off the body in nearly symmetrical
pairs. Although this did result in reasonable integrated normal force
and side force distributions along the body, the comparisons of the
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experimental data suggest that the theoretical model is not entirely valid.

Perhaps the decrease in the side force is associated with other flow

characteristics, such as embedded shocks, at the higher Mach numbers.

5) All of the analytical models used in this study required a

significant reduction in vortex strength near the model base to provide

reasonable agreement between the calculated and experimental pressure

distributions. This is not justified by the present data, and suggests

that the concentrated vortex theory is not valid in this region.

4. CORRELATION TECHNIQUE

1) The correlation of the asymmetric aerodynamic data revealed

the essential characteristics of the induced loads, based on the concepts

contained in the Flow model. The correlation was then used to construct

a prediction scheme for the effects of vortex separation on which the

bounds of a region for the out-of-plane force and moment are described.

The method is proposed as an analysis tool for the preliminary design of

maneuvering missiles. It is easily applied, and appears appropriate for

the range of variables covered in the subject.

2) The use of force and moment data alone to describe the effects

of asymmetric vortex separation does not provide the information

necessary to develop a correlation that completely defines the variable

in the flow model. One may measure a particular value of force

coefficient; yet not be able to define the particular axial distribution

and magnitude of the impressed side load.

5. RECOMIENDATIONS

1) The prediction method assumes that the ciaxi.urm crossflow lift

coefficient is well defined in the angle-of-attack range of from 0 to 35

degrees. Additional tests specifically designed to obtain the maximum

crossflow lift coefficient, such as rolling the model at each angle-of-

attack. are needed to determine if the empirical function is overly

conservative.
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2) In view of the existing questions about flow unsteadiness, it is

recommended that the available microphone data from the MX missile tests

be very carefully analyzed. Particular attention should be given to the

implications of the results on the aerodynamics of the physical model.

3) Finally, this study and others show that considerable detailed

wake data must be obtained to properly develop and verify analysis

techniques. Probe investigations are not adequate because they are not
practical to obtain the tremendous amount of information required to

cover the entire three-dimensional wake. New developments in flow field

investigations such as laser doppler velocimetry and holography appear

to be much more promising.

3
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